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IN THE 
Supreme Court of Appeals of Virginia 
AT RICHMOND. 
Record No. 3604 
S. :M:. REAMS AND J. HERBERT YANCEY, PARTNERS 
TRADING AS REAMS BUS LINID, Plaintiffs in Error, 
'Versus 
ARMOND F. CONE, Defendant in Error. 
PETITION FOR ·wRIT OF ERROR AND 
SUPERSEDEAS. 
To the H onomble Chief Justice and As.i;;ociate Justices of the 
Supreme Cou.rt of Appeals of Yfrgin,i(l.: 
Petitioners, S. M. Reams and ,J. Herbert Yancey, partners 
trading as Hearns Bus Linc, respectfully represent: 
That they arc aggrieved by a verdict of the jury and judg-
ment of the Cirenit Court of l\Iccklenlnug County, Virginia, 
entered on ,January 18, 1949, agairn::.t them in the amount of 
Three Thousand Dollars ( $3,000.(}0), together with interest 
and cost. 
In the Con rt. below, S. i\T. Remns and .J. Herbert Yancey, 
partners fradillg as Hemns Bu8 Line, were the defendants, 
and Armond F1 • Cone was the plaintiff. · The pm·ties will here-
inafte1· be 1·Qfoned to nccordiug- to thei 1· pm,itions in the lower 
Court. 
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PROCEEDINGS IN LO\VER COURT. 
This i action was instituted in the Circuit Court h:r 
2* Notice 1of *Motion for Jridgment by the plaintiff against 
defendants, who were then engaged in public transporta-
tion of passengers over certain routes. The Notice of :Motion 
for Judgment was retumable to October 20, 1947, in the 
amount of Fifteen Thousand Dollars ($15,000.00), for 
damages su~tainetl when the plaintiff was injured on No-
vember 9, 1946, 11pon a street in the Town of South Hill. 
The neg·ligencc alleged upon the part of defendants was that 
they failed to drive and manage their bus with ordinary 
care; to maintain a proper lookout for pedestrians crossing· 
the street; to drive their bus to the right of the center of the 
intersection of South Ifill A.venue and Danville Street; to 
drive on the riglit-hand side of South Hill Avenue after 
entering it from the intersection; to operate at a proper rate 
of speed and maintain a proper lookout (R. p. 106). 
The defendants' defense was that they were guilty of no 
negligence and the accident was caused by the negligence of 
the plaintiff in entering the street between intersections in 
reckless disregard of his own safety and violation of the law. 
The case was tried by a jury on October 26, 1948, nearly 
two years after the accident. At the conclusion of the plain-
• tiff's evidence, the defendants' moyed to strike the evidence 
and renewed their motion at the conclusion of the evidence. 
The jury reh1rned a verdict of Three Thousand Dollars 
($3,000.00), which the defendants moved to set aside upon 
the ground that it was rontrary to the law and the evi-
dence, and without evidence to support it; the refusal of the 
Court to grant their motions to strike the evidence; the ad-
miss~on of improper evidence; and the refusal to admit 
Jlroper evidence and the granting of improper im;trnctions 
and refusal of proper instructions (R. pp. 114, 11.5). Defen-
dants'. motion waH argued on ,January lG, 1949, and over-
ruled by order entered on January 18, 1949, entering 
3* judgment on the *verdict of the jury. 
ASSIGNMENTS OF ERROR. 
1. The jury's verdict was contrary to the Ia,,· and the 
evidence, and without evidence to support it. 
2. The jury was misdirected. 
These two Assignments of Error require an analysis of the 
. reciprocal duties of a pedestrian alighting from the left-side 
of an automobile and attempting to eross a street between 
i 
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intersections, and the duties of a driver of an approaching 
motor vehicle on such street, and, also, involves the question 
as to what is the center line of a two-way street where one 
side is marked for parallel parking and the other side for 
angular parking. 
FACTS OF THE CASE. 
The plaintiff stepped in front of the defendants' bus and 
was struek and fell to the paYement as he emerged from the 
automobile he had been driving and parked fronting north 
on the east side of South· Hill A venue in the Town of South 
Ifill. He was attempting to cross the avenue between inter-
sections to the Lincoln Hotel on the west side of the avenue. 
"'rhis was on Saturday night, November 9, 1946. The night 
was cold (R. p. 22), and the street was "dead" and "very 
<1uiet'' before the accident .(R. pp. 32, 33). 
The plaintiff and his wife, and a Dr. Barnes and his wife; 
were returning to Petersburg after spending the day on a· 
trip to North Carolina to attend a football game. They 
stopped in Henderson, about forty miles solith of South Hill, 
where they ate dinner, leaving there about nine o'clock that 
night and 1n·ocf~eding to South Hill with l\fr. Cone driving 
G> and his wife sitting beside llim in a Chevrolet Coach. Dr. 
'CJ and M.1·s. Barnes were on the back seat. The automobile 
...... 
U> belonged to Dr. Barnes . 
.µ 4* *South Hill Avenue intersec.ts at right angles, hut does 
co, not cross Danville Street, which is U. S. Highway No. 1. 
~· The lms traffic of an estimate of fifty lrnsscs a day (H.. p. 73) 
f passeR over South Hill Avenue and enters it from Danville 
~-L . _ Street. r.rhe Avenue is marked off for parallel parking on 
~the west side opposite the hotel. Mr. Cone was very familiar 
with the scene and the traffic on the avenue, having spent 
about two nights a week at this hotel over a period of sh: 
years immediately preceding the accident (R. pp. ·16, 22, 23). 
At the time there ,,,as a car parked in the first parking space 
from Danville Street on the east side of the avenue with 
~mother car parked behind it, so close that there was not 
enough room for l\Ir. Cone to get all of his automobile into 
this spaec parallel with the curb, put he proceeded to park 
there with the rear of his automobile against the curb and its 
front out in the street (R. pp. 17, 20). 
The first purpose of this stop wHs fo1· these travelers to go 
to a rest room at the Lincoln Hotel. It appeared that 
immediately upon parking Mr. Cone told the others thnt he 
would not wait for them and would hurry on to a rest room 
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(R. p. 17). His wife quotes him as saying "I "rill run onr, 
(R. p. 51). Mr. Cone states that as I1e got out of the automo-
bile I1e opened its door from the rear to the front (R. p. 24)r · 
and took one step of about three feet to wliere he was struck 
by the bus (R. pp. 17, 18), wirich he- never saw (R. p. 23), and 
he was not seen by the bus driver until about the moment or 
the impact (.R. p. 58). The impact oi the bus w·as on its left 
front · heatj.Iight, the glass of which was brol{en (R. p. 52),. 
which ~ppears to have been the only damage to the bus (H .. 
p. 88) .· This headlight "~as about eighteen inches from the· 
edge of the bus and about Ilip I1igh (R. pp. 82, 88). 
After the impact, l\fr. Cone's fall continued in the direction 
in which he was headed across tllc street (R. p. 67). Mrs. 
5* Barnes described Mr. "·Cone's Imrried exit, as follows: 
'' Q. How long after the car stopped ,v-as it before the-
accident happened 0?'' 
'' A. 011, just a few s.eeonds1 because I had just tried to• 
get the lap robe off of us a:n:d bingo, just like tI1at .. " (R. 
p. 33). 
:Mrs·. Cone wctS', also, impress·ed with the spe-ed of the· 
occu1i"ence· (R_ pp. 51, 52). 
Plaintiff volunteered the fact that a small amount of: 
whiskey and beer had been consmned by these travelers over 
a period beginning about nine o'clock in the morning a net 
ending about nine o 'ciock that night (R. pp. la, 34, 49, 50). 
Mr. Smithson, Chief of Police of the To,vn of S0utI1 Hill~. 
would not permit Dr. Barnes to attend Mr. Cone after the· 
accident because- he- cdnsidered the- doctor too intoxicated t0> 
properly do so (H. pp. 74, 80, 81). This se-ems· to have been 
concurred in at the- timea by ~Irs-.. Barnes a:nd :Mrs·. Cone,, 
since they had Mr. Cone. taken to Dr. Bracey, in S0utl1 Hill,, 
for cxnmination and treatment,. and it was Dr. Rracey who· 
had him sent on to a PetPrsburg hospital (R., p. :34). Mr~. 
Cone- is the only witness· wI10 denied at tlie- trial that tl1e.· 
tloctor ,vas 'intoxicated (R. p. 91}. 
Mr. Cone vomited afteT I1e wa;s injured (R. pp. 28, 54). It 
was not stated for what functional purpos·ea I1e- was proceed-
ing to the rest room. 
The Ims a:rriivcd at tTle, point of' tile- impact after making~ 
a. left- turn from Danvilie Street fU. S. Higliway No. I).. In: 
making this tnrn., tfw on-Ty two witnesses who saw it, Mr .. 
Jones, the- Tms· driver CR- pp. mr, 64), and l\fr. Sxnithson (IL 
P~ 83), stated that the bus wont as far to its- right as· prac-
ticable; that due to its length of 29,¥2 f'eet (R. p. 88)', and to, 
vehicles being parked on tho wost side of the avenue (R. p .. 
64),. it was un impossibility (R. l?· 64),. to make one continuou~·. 
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drive past the middle of the intersection in making this left 
turn. In fact, plaintiff's counsel appeared to have con-
6* ceded this (R. p. 83). *The bus made the turn slowly, 
estimated at four miles an hour (R. p. 74). The impact 
was about twenty-five feet from the intersection (R. pp. 62·, 
67, 74). The bus appears to have stopped about the moment 
of the impact, and Mr. Cone's injuries were caused by his fall 
to the pavement on the left side of his face (R. pp. 42, 43, 59) .. 
At the moment of the impact, the bus was about to straighten· 
out down tho avenue after making the turn (R. pp. 58, 72). It 
was not moved until Mr. Cone w·as put in an ambulance and 
taken away. The ambulance backed into a parking space in 
the entrance of the Lincoln Hotel on South Hill Avenue im-
mediately off of Danville Street. This space did not exfand 
to the front of the bus and parked vehicles on the ""est side' 
of the avenue obstructed the street at the front of the bus. 
to its right (R. p. 71). :Mr. Smithson stated that Mr Cone· 
was carried between these parked vehicles and the fii,jf-of the 
bus on a cot that was kept in the ambulauee, which he esti-'. 
mated to be twenty-hvo inches wiclc, and indicated-''Mr.: 
Cone's arm fell off the side of the <!ot and I picked it up to 
keep from hitting it. I put his hand back up on the cot to' 
keep from hitting it against the back of a ear there'' (R. pp.1 
81, 82). · . 
Mr. Harris, State Patrolman, plueed this distance as fol-
lows: 
A. As well as I remember-I haven't got any notes-it 
was very close and we had quite a time getting between the 
ca.rs parked at the side of the hotel and the front end of tlle 
bus, getting back to the ambulance'' ( H. p. 70). 
This evidence is uncontradicted. It is, also, uncontradicte(l 
that the left side of the bus was ,·cry do~e to the front of 
the Cone or Barnes automobile. .Mr. ancl I\frs. Cone esti-' 
mated the distance to be about three foet (R. pp. 17, 18, 53); 
apparently from the open doo:r of the automol',ile. Mrs. Cone's 
memory seemed to have had stamped upon it at the time one 
of those seemingly unimportant details as often happens in 
time of distress or other emotional excitement, in that. 
7* she repeated over and over and over again that *she sawi 
the accident, saw her husband flying through the air ancl 
the smasl1cd headlight on the bus, through the ventilator in 
the automobile's left door (R. pp. f>l, 52). The front of the 
bus was opposite the automobile door on a line across tbri 
street ( R. p. 32). Mrs. Cone's recollection places the automo-
bile as being parked at an angle of about forty-five degrees 
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with the curl> and n<'eounts l'o1· the uncontroverted evidence as 
to the space between the bus and the automobile and the bus 
and vel1iclcs parked on the west side of the avenue. It, also, 
accounts for the ra~t that while the bus driver saw the Cone 
automobile, he did not see Mr. Cone (R. pp. 60, 65), as Mr. 
Cone rushed out in a crouched position from behind the door 
and. after strikiuµ; the bus bis momentum carried him on 
further to the wc~d. side of the avenue (R. p. 67). This would 
he in accord with )fr. Smithson's measurement of twentv-onc 
feet from the en~tern curb as where Mr. Cone lay aftewr the 
accident (R. p. 74). · 
Mrs. Cone's rec~ollection does not contradict her husband's 
testimony as to his parking when he stated "I would say a 
quarter of the width of the car-the fender was out a little 
hit" ( R. p. 16), because he, also, said, " * * * there wasn't 
quite enough romn to get in there" (R. p. 16), and ""°Well, the 
hack of the ear was rig'ht up to the curb; the front was out 
just a little hit; there ,vasn 't quite enough room to bring it 
in." (R. p. 20), h<.wause if there was not enough room to park 
in this space all 01' the front ·was out. If the right front bum-
per or fender of the car could have passed the automobile at 
its front, then there would have been ample space to have 
1mrked the CHI' parallel with the curb. There not being enough 
room to park parallel, then all of the front of the automobile 
was obliged to he out in the street; which would place it at an 
angle of about forty-five degrees, and would make the meas-
urements of a.11 the witnesses, save one, tally remarkably 
close. ~rhe aYenue is forty-three feet from curb to curb. 
s• The usual Rp:lCe require~l for forty-five degree angle 
*parking is fifteen feet (R. 4). Placing the Cone car at 
that angle would take up thirty feet of the street, the bus 
being 71/2 feet wide (R.. p. 88), so assuming close parking, 
this would leave 5 feet 6 inches, or 2 feet 9¥2 inches to each 
I{ide of the bus. rrhe onlv witness to contradict Mrs. Cone's 
Heemingly nnimpoz-tant "i·ecollection, and Mr. Smithson's 
measurements o) tho place where !fr. Cone fell to the pave-
ment to tl1c cnst of the curb is Mr~ Cook. He came to the 
Hcene from a reRtanrant down the street where he had been 
discussing football scores with friends, after Mr. Cone had 
l>een picked up from the !;itreet and while he was being 
Jllaced into the amlmlanee (R. p. 25 ). Stepping in part a-nd es-
timating· in part measurements from the blood and vomit in 
the street, he phwPd the spot where Mr_. Cone fell at thirteen 
feet from the eaHtorn curb (R. pp. 27, 28). He does not con-
tradict the distmwe of some two foot between the right side 
of the bus and tlw curs parked on the west ,side of the street, 
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although he did say that the bus and all the wreck w.as 
to the busscs' left of the center line of South Hill Avenue 
(R. p. 30). 
I 
ARGUMENT 
The Verdict is Contrary to the La.zv and the Evidence, and 
Without Evidence to Support it. 
(a) Def cndall'ltts were guilty of no nef}ligen,ce. The plaintiff 
has rested his case upon the theory that he had a right to 
cross the street in question between intersections, and that 
there was no duty upon him to guard· against traffic ap-
proaching from his right until he had crossed the center line 
of the street, and that approaching from his right, the bus 
wa.s neg:lig·ent if it struck him to its left of the street's center 
line. This is a perhapH a loose Htatement of their duties 
H* nt interHectionR, but it doeR not apply between *intersec-
tions, because for 0110 reason if no other, vehicles do and 
have the right to pass eaeh other between intersections on 
two-way streets by crossing the center line of the street to 
their left. 
The uncontradicted evidence is that the bus in this case 
was as far to its right and had kept as far to its right of the 
~treet. as was practicable, if not possible. The evidence sho-\"v-
ing this, is as follows : 
Ernest H. Jones, the lms driver-
" A. Yes sir, I went as far to the right as I could in making 
the turn and when the bus began to come ai~ound like that 
it began to leave those cars that were on the right. It left-
I ,vould sav the front of tlie bus was not more than two or 
hvo and o~,e-ha 1f feet from the back of those cars that were 
parked on the right. 
"Q. On your right1 . 
'' A. Yes, on my right; in front-right beside the Lincoln 
Hotel; as I came around like that" (R. pp. 59, 60). 
Chief of Police Smithson, who was standing· on the north 
side of Danville Street, testified-
'' Q. Did you see the bus come around the corner! 
'' A. Yes, sir. 
"Q. Did he cut that corned 
'' A. No more than all of them do, I think. 
"Q. I know they all do and that but cut the corned 
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'' A. ·well, I don't think he could have gotten around any 
further-that anybody would ha.ve driven over any further 
to his rig·ht than he did" (R. p. 83). 
The bus stopped immediately at tI1e scene of the accident 
and was not moved until Mr. Cone was removed and after 
the crowd had gathered, including all the plaintiff's witnes-
ses, none. of whom contradict the foregoing or the following 
testimony of Mr. Smithson ~ 
"A. Right in front of the hotel it is. a: corner entrance ancl 
to the hotel there is one parking space cut out down below· 
the sidewall{ and becaillle it obstructs the view in going 
10* -around that *corner too much and they backed the am-· 
bulancc right back down in there. · 
'' Q .. Which side of the bus was this mun brought out on r 
"A. On the right hand side next to the li.oteL 
"Q. ,v as he brought out on a stretcher? 
"A. He was brought out on a cot that was in the amlm-
Iance. 
"Q. Do you know I1ow· wide that cot wasr. 
"A. No, sir. I never had any occasion to measure it, but: 
I would say 20, maybe 22 inches. That is just guess work. I 
am not positive. 
'' Q,. Could you say Iw,v close the: bu:s w11s to the cars·. 
parked on the side next to the Lincoln Hotel-on the rig·llt 
hand side of the bus wheTe you brought Mr. Cone through?. 
"A. Mr. Cone's arm foll off tile side of the: cot and 1 
picfrnd it up to keep from hitting it. I put his hand back up on 
the cot to keep from hitting it against the hack of the car 
there." (R. pp. 81,: 82)~ 
F. D. Harris,. State P'atroimanr testified to the same· 
effect-
''Q. '\Vhich side did they bring Mr. Cone by the, bus, the· 
right side, or the left side-1 
'' A. On the right hand side of flrn bus-. 
'' Q. Do you have any recollection of tl1e passrngc· between: 
that and the, other cars to indicate to you how close the cars 
were parked on the other side- of tile· street I 
"A .. As well as I remember; I haven't got any notes, it 
was very close and we had quite a time getting between the: 
cars parked at the side of the hotel and the front of the bus,. 
getting hack to the ambulru1ce" (R. 70)~ 
And further-· 
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'' Q. vVhere was the back of the ambulance-between the 
back end of the bus and the Lincoln Hotel t 
"A. That is correct. 
'' Q. They backed in there to put this gentleman on 1 
"A. They didn't back in all the ·way up the complete 
lenpJ!l of the bus, just to the back of the bus. 
. ''Q. Now, you brought him out on that side because there 
was plenty of room to back an ambulance in over on that 
side-to the right-where the bus would have been if 
11 *'> it had been on its right side, isn't it°? 
"A. ,)(: We brought him to the right of the bus-the 
front end of the bus was-w·e had a slo,v time to get him 
through between the front end of the bus and the cars 
parked. 
''Q. Now, could you get him by on the lefthand side of the 
bus between the bus and the cars parked owr on the Citizens 
Bank side? 
"A. I conkln't tell you; bec.anse I don't remember" (R. 
pp. 71, 72). 
The plaintiff introduced no evidence ns to the position of 
the bus in relationship to the parked vchielcs on the west 
side of the avenue. All of his testimony wns directed to place 
the position of the bus in regard to the east side of the street 
and ·accepting all such testimony· in its most favorable light 
does not alter the fact that the bus waH as far over as it 
could get to its right side of the street· under the circum-
stances existing. 
~I.1he case was tried about hvo ye:irs after the accident 
happened and naturally the witnesRes' recollections were 
somewhat dim a:ml at the time of the trial only the most im-
pressive facts remained clear, and unforgettable facts 
demonstrate ,yhy the witnesses placed the bus so close to 
the obstruction on its right, although the reasons, if apparent 
at the time, seem to have been forgotten. It may have been 
that the Yehicles on the west side of the str-eet were not 
dra,vn up to the curb or they may have heen unusually long 
vehicles and reached out into the street so far that the open 
portion of the street was pushed far over the east. How-
ever, with the exception of the testimony of only one witness, 
all the testimony tends to show the reasons for the narrow-
ness of the open portion of the street was that Mr. Cone 
parked his nntomobilc on an angle of about forty-five. de-
grees, when it should have been parked parallel with the 
curb. Mr. Cone's account of his parking is, as follows: 
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"A. My car wns parkecl right in here-the secon<l car from 
tho corner; and there was a little jam in there-there wasn't 
quite enough rnom io get in there so the front end was 
out-I would i:,;n.y a. quarter of the width of the car-the 
12* fender was ont a little bit. 
*" Cl It wnsn 't enough room for you to get your en-
tire car parallel'? 
"A. 'rhere waR a little sticking out. 
"Q. How abou1. t.he hack end f 
'' A. The back "'aH in" (R. p. 16). 
Accepting Mr. Cone's testimony as true, which we must do, 
that there was not enough room to park llis car parallel 
with the eurh, shows that all of the front encl of the automo-
bile was out in the Rtrect, because if there had been enough 
room to hring t]w right front of his automohile in behind 
the vehicle to his i'l'Ont, then there was ample room to park 
parallel with the ('Urb because the greatest distance is that 
from the left rcn r to the right front edges of his automobile. 
Mrs. Couc corroborated her husband in this result of his 
testimony. rrhe ae('ident happened about opposite the door 
of the automobile (R. pp. 17, 32), and when she stated so 
11ositively that. slw saw· the impact as it was happening 
through the vent ilutor in the left front door of the automo-
bile, this places the automobile in which she was sitting· as 
parked at an angle of about forty-five degrees. If it had been 
parked anyway noHT parallel, she would have been looking up 
the street from thc.' scene of the accident if her vision was 
through the ventilator. Mrs. Cone testified as follows: 
" * >Ro * I lward tlrn ernsli. It sounded like glass, so natur-
nlly I tunwd nrnm1d and sa-w this object right through that 
little window thnt open:-; up in the car ,,.. * * " (H,. p. 51): 
And further-
" Q. How for wa8 the bus from the car door he had just 
stepped out 1? 
"A. ,v ell, I didn't pay any attention to it when I first got 
out, but I saw the 8tnasbcd headlight right through that little 
side window-I don't know what-through that side window 
that opens up-it WH8 that far up with the car." (R. p. 52). 
Mrs. Cone, also, i-;tated that there was not enough room to 
bring her hushand between their automobile and the 
13* bus (R. p. 53). 
*The street or avenue in question was forty-three feet 
wide (R. p. 3). It was stated that the usual forty-five degree 
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lmgle parking extended fifteen feet (R. p. 4). The bus was 
7% feet wide. Using these measurements, all of this evi-
dence fits in. The Cone automobile, and the vehicles on the 
west, parked at angles of forty-five degrees, took up thirty 
feet of the street Plach1g a 71/2 foot bus into this thirteen 
foot spaee leaves 5112 feet, or about 2%. feet to either side 
of the bus-unusually close to the estimates placed by the 
witnesses. This, as the true situation, is strengthened by 
the fact that the large left-hand door of the Chevrolet Coach 
was freely opened and used by the other passengers for get-
ting out after the accident. 
Mr. ·w. Henry Cook, a witness for the plaintiff, in his tes-
timony, tends to refute the result of the testimony of all 
the other plaintiff's ,vitnesses as to the distance on the east 
side of the street, although he had an opportunity to ob-
8erve, and seems to have made an investigation of the facts 
at the time. He does not in any particular deny that the 
right of the bus was as close as practicable to the vehicles 
parked on its right side of the street. 
Mr. Cook testified-
" .When I arrived a.t the scene of the accident I saw the 
Reams bus, and Mr. Cone had been picked up from the 
_ground and I think he was being put into the ambulance. The 
Reams bus was on the east side of the street with the rear 
,end of the bus about opposite a prolongation of the sidewalk 
if it had been extended across the intersection. The front 
end was about 3 feet from the edge of the parking line-the 
parallel parking line-on the east side of South Hill Avenue, 
alongside the Citizens .Bunk. The bus had just cleared the 
intersection and the rear end of the bus was about along-
~ide the parking line-certainly uot Yery far from it and the 
front of tho bus was about 3 feet out from the parking· line. 
"Q. Now, l\fr. Cook, how wide is that parking area there 
on that east side f 
"A. Mv estimato would he 7 foet. The overall width of a 
('3.l' is between 5 and 6 feet and of course there is a little lati-
tude. 
'' Q. And then the fro11t of the 1m~ was within :~ fr()t of 
14* that parking line;? 
=-wA. I didn't measure it, hut I stepped it. It was ap-
proximately one pace from the edge of the parking line. 
'' Q. Did you see anything else to indicate where the acci-
dent happened f 
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· "A. Yes, sfr. The bus-Tho left front headlig·ht of the bu~ 
had lJcen knoeirnd out and the glass· was lying down on the· 
street; and I think there was a dent in the left front 
fender." (The bus had no fender (R. pp. 60, 82, 88). "I do 
remember .and can say positively that the left front headlight 
of the bus I1ad been knocked out and the· glass was dmYll! 
there on the street. 
"Q.. Did you see anything else to indica tc that Mr~ Cone· 
had been injured 0? 
"A. Yes, sir. Over some two or tTiree feet-or it may haYe-
been further than that-to the right and kind of to the south 
there was blood and vomit. 
"Q. And that was on the east side of the center area of 
S"outh Hill Avenuef 
"A. YesY (R. PP~ 26-28)._ 
And iurther-
'' * ~ * All and every part of the bus was on the e-ast side 
of" Danville Street-on the east side of South Ifill Avenue~ 
and to the left of the center. 
'' Q. It stopped to the left of tlie cente-r of South Hill Ave-
nue! 
'' A. Yes, sir. In fact everything that I saw with referenee· 
to the w1·eck was on the east side of Danville: S.trcet and-
on the east side of South Hill Avenue- and to the foft of t.he-
center'' (R~ pp.. 29·,. 30). 
A. possilJI~ explanation of lUr. Cook"s testimony to recon-
cile it with atl the other evidence is that he mistook the par-
alleled parking Hne on the east as the distance pi~rallel with 
the :front of the automobile. ,\Tith such an erroneous as-
sumption, his testimony would fit in with all t.Iw other evi-
dence. Be that a.s it may, the ous was operated as· tar to its 
right a:s it shouid have been. 
The bus driver sa,v the Cone- automobile, but <lid not sce-
:M:r. Cone until he stepped out in front of the., bus. 
'' Q. Now-, Mr .• Torres·, did you s·cei tI1ose- cars- parked there! 
"A. I saw the car that Mr. Cone· wu.s lixmded-that 
1;3"" they say Mr. Cone got out of. 
'' Q. *You saw· it sitting there•! 
"A. Yes sir. 
"Q. vVas the door r>pen 01· shut when: yoa saw it!. 
"' A. I wouldn't say'' (R. p .. 65) .. 
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And further-
" Q. Did you tell this lady that you didn't see her lmsband T 
"A. Yes. I told her that I didn't see him until he was right 
against the bus.'' ( R. p. GO). · 
And to t'he same effeet-
" * * * I came around making a left. tnrn and as I got in 
an angle around the curve--arouud the corner there-a man 
stepped out in front of the bus-just as the lights came o'n 
him, I hit him. I dicln 't know what it was-who it was, I 
mean. All I know was that I done l1it him. (R. p. 58). 
!fr. Cone says he never saw the bus ( R p. 2:3). The tin1C 
from wl1ich ho left the auton10bile until the accident was 
momentary. He said: 
'' As I got out of the car-yon take a turn-I started 
across tl1e street. I took one step. I looked to my left to 
see if anything was approaching. That is the last I remem-
ber. \\Then I was looking that way, I was hit this way" (R. 
p. 17). 
l\Irs. Cone, also, places the aceidcnt as happening immed-
iately after l\fr. Cone stepped from the car. She said: 
'' A. \Yell, m; I said, I told hel' I would wait for her-I told 
my husband, I said 'I will wait for Mrs. Barnes' and he 
said ',v ell, I will nm on'. So ho got out, dosed the door 
and I turned around to Mrs. Ba meH to say 'A re you ready i' 
and I heard the crash; it sounded like glas:,,; so naturally I 
turned around and saw this object right through that little 
window that opens in the car; ancl when I looked out-
As a matter of fnct, it was so f:rnt when I hen rd the cras}1 I 
looked aml sa\\' my husband-a man flying throug·h the air-
I didn't know who it was; and then I realized it was my hus-
band'' (R pp. 51, 52). 
Mrs. Barnes acrount of the time was-
" Q. How long after the car stopped wns it before the ac-
cident ha ppcne<l t 
"A. Oh, just a fe-w· sceoml:-::, hecarn;e I had just tried 
16* to get the lap robe off of us and hingo, just like that" 
(R. p. 33). 
*The aeQ1dont was so hnrriecl thnt Ml's. Cone and :Mrs. 
Barnes hardlv 1·calized that l\fr. Cone'had left the automo-
bile. It seem~ then that Mr. Coue Hfopperl out in a cro-.iched 
position behind the large coach door, and took one step in the 
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act of straig·htcni11g np and be was then for the first time 
8ecn by the bus dri,·e1-. 'J~hc hus was ereeping at an estjmated 
8pcod of four miles an hour. The driver was looking as he 
fHlW the Cone automobile and must have seen l\Ir. Cone the 
instant he steppt1cl ont from behind the door and straightened 
up but then had 110 time to stop. However, the bus was so 
nearly stop peel tlw t :f\tr. Cone's fall was toward his own 
. ~;peed and if he had not been moving· so fast himself it is 
most likely his injurios would have been slight. 
All the evidence elearlv shows that the drhrer was as far 
to his right a8 lw should have l?een. IIis speed was proper 
and he was keepiug- a proper lookout. Therefore, lie was 
guilty of no 11eglig-e11ee. On the other hand, it is equally as 
well shown that if Mr. Cone had either looked or listened, 
J1e would have set•u or hoard the bus, and that the accident 
was canse(l by hi~ reckless darting· out from the automobile. 
(fi) Plaint-if{ was n~~,ql-i_qe11,t. Until def en clan ts' negligencP-
i;;; shown there i:-- no noeessity for defendants to point to 
J>laintiff 's negligern·<~. However, the facts of this case show 
that the plaintiff in Htepping from the automobile into the 
traveled portion or the street at a place between intersec-
t.ions and attcmpti11g- to cross there, violated two statutory 
provisions as fo1lows : 
Section 2154 ( l ~G) (a), Code of Virginia: '' ·when crossing 
highways or streeh; witlJin iueorporated towns and cities 
pedestrians shall 110t carelessly or maliciously interfere 
with the ordinarr passage of vehicles. They shall cross 
wherever possible only at intersections * e * ''. 
( e) '' Pedestrian~ shall cross highways or streets only at 
right angles. nw~- shall not step into that portion of the 
liighway or 81 rect open to moving vehicular traffic at any 
point between ill1ersections where their presence would be. 
ohseurecl from tho vision of drivers of approachiug ve-
1 Ti hicles hy a n~hicle or other obstruction at the curb or 
side, * * ,:,, ''. 
•The expression~ of this Court in commenting on the 
above and similar Htatutes clearly sho"~ that the plaintiff 
.should not h0 entitlod to recover in this case. 
In Sa.wyer v. lJlankcnshizJ, 160 Va. 651., 169 S. E. 551, 553 
the Court stated: 
"Defendant elailrn; that plaintiff was not attempting to 
cross the eastern ~(~(·tion of the Boulevard at a regular cros-
sing .• If this rontrmtion is estahlishcd by the evidc_}uee, thei~ 
the right of c.lefernlant':-; tlri,-er to the use of the street were 
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superior to those of the plaintiff and the failure of plaintiff 
to see defondru1i 's car in time to avoid the accident would 
})robably convict her of negligence, ,vhich would bnr her 
l'ecovery~'' 
In Virginia Electric mul Pmrr.r Co. v. Blount's .Adminis-
J ra.tor, 158 \Ta_ 4:21, 1G3 S..E. 329, 332, it is stated: 
''If a pedestrian must exercise the same ca.re at tlw inter-
·scction as· is req'uircd of him in crossing in the middle of 'the 
hl9ck in order to avoid a chm~ge of eontrihutory negligence 
·when 1;un dowu hy a strcot. car ( the motorman sounding no 
· warning and keeping no lookout) then lrn has no right of way 
·but enters the intcrserti011 at l1is own ~\il which is as he 
would do. in entering any part of t.l1e stf:ee other than at an 
.intersection.'' 
The case of Hooker v. !Ian.cock, 188 Va. 345, 49 S. K (2d) 
711, 716, states the rule as: · · 
'' Each case presents its own problems. The only legal rule 
that can lw laid do";.n is that when undertaking to cross a 
~~treet or highway a pedestrian should exercise such care as 
nn ordinarily prudent person wm1ld exercise under the exis-
tiug circmmd:ancc8,nnd especially when one attempts to cross 
a business thoroughfare at night at n place other than a 
recognized pedeHtrian c.rossing, it is eneumbent upon him to 
exercise reasonable care in looking for approaching traffic. 
and to heed that wl1i(•h is dangerously near and open to orcli-
11ary observation. If, under such cireum8tances, he carelessly 
mulertakes to cross without looking, or, if looking, fails to 
~ce or heed traffic. that is obvious and in dangerous proxi-
n1ity and continues into it:-; path, he iR guilty of negligence ag 
:a matter of law.'' 
It. Reems elearly demonstrative that Mr. Cone wa8 g-nilty 
of the primary negligence which causc<l this accident. If not, 
then he is at least guilty of confr-ibu.rot.11 11eµ;liµ:ence, 
18* hecause as stated in .Jenkins v . .J ohuso·n, 186 Va. 191, ~~2 
S.K (2d) 319, 320: 
"If defendant was negligent in failing to see decedent, 
decedent was equally negligent in failing to see defendant's 
('a.r." 
The rule iR well established that where the opportunities 
to avoid the accident are equal, the plaintiff is guilty of con-
tributory negligence as a matter of law. Stephen-Pntney 
Shoe Co. v. Ormsby's Admr., 129 Yn. 297, 105 S.E. 563, 565, 
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Mead v. Swwnrlersr 151 Va.. 636, 144 S ... E. 711. Therefore-,. 
had the bus driver been negligent in any particular as the: 
truck driver was negligent in the Ormsby case, :.Mr .. Cone had 
a better opportunity to sec the bus, which was lighted aud in 
plain view, than the bus driver had to see Mr. Cone as he· 
stepped from his automobile-. 
It is inte1:esting to note that in the early days of motor 
traffic, in.1~18, the case of Lleal v. Snyder,. 203 :Mich. 273,, 
158 N."\V .. 973, in applyiug tl1e. rule of ordinary care ~-~ dot 
a person ·g~1ilty o.f contributory negligenee who alighted front 
the right side of an automobile in broad day light, closed 
the door and took a step or two to the right wli.e-re he- was: 
struck by a speeding antomo.bile passing to the right of 
plaintiff's automobile; and before the a:dve'llt of motor traf-
fic, 1 Miehie, The Law of Automobiles, Section 116, Page· 
509, n. 6, cities the ease- of Harr-is v~ Com.mercfrtl Ice Com- / 
pany (1893). 153. Pa. 278, 25 A. 1133, as holding that one who, 
attempts. to cross a two-way street and fails to look in both 
directions was guilty of contributory negligence as a matter· 
of law. In that case the• pedestrian was struck by a horse-
drawn ice wagon. 
The ,Jury lYas jjfisdfrecte(l" 
Plaintiff.rs Instruction No. 1 (R. p~ 93), which was· granted: 
by the Court, told tlie- jhry that it wa~r the- duty of the· 
19..:, bus drivm· to operate it to its right *of the, street whern 
practicable. Defendants objected to this instruction, anili 
offeTed thefr Instruction No. 1 (R. p. 100) ,- wI1fuI1 was· re-
fhsud. It attempted to teII the· jm·y that if they f)elieved front 
the evidenre tf1a t the parking spaces were marked upon the· 
sides· of tfrn street, then tfie centeT of' the: street, was Imlf way 
between such parking spaces·. The street was 43' foet wide. 
Therefore-, tfl(_l\ Court instructed the j'ury tfiat the> cent~r line· 
was in the middle from curb to curb or 21 ~ foet from the, 
enrb_ TJie· evidence· is that there wcts: parallel pirrking on the· 
east side· to the busses' left which was· markecl off for a width 
of 7 feet, and angular pn rkiug~ at forty-five deg'l'(~es to the~ 
curf1 mr the west side- of the street which usmdly consumes: 
15· feet. 'l~here>fore, if dcfondm1ts' Instruction t Irnd been 
given, the· ,jury wouid I1ave· Tleeu tokl tna:t tfle cei1ter line- was: 
half wny of tlie· travel portion of the street which would haYe~ 
been· ahout 25% feet from the western cmb: an1d 171/:! feet 
from tbe eastei·n cmh. l\fr. Smithson measured tlrn distance: 
from whero Mr. Cone felJ to the eastern curb and found it to 
be 21 feet (R.. p .. 74), which. under the Court's instruction was 
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to the east of the cente·r line or on the left side of the bus. If 
the instruction requested by the defendants had been given, 
this point would have been 3% feet to the west of the center 
line on the righthancl side of the bus. Mr. Cook testified 
that the distance from the point where Mr. Cone fell was 
abont 13 feet from the eastern curb (R. pp. 17, 28). Due 
to these facts, under the instructions of the Court, it was 
possible for the jury to believe Mr. Smithson's testimony and 
tha the accident happened to the bus' right of the center line 
of the traveled portion of the street, but that it was still to 
the left of the center line, and if the jury believed :Mr. Smith-
son's distances and had been properly instructed as to the 
center line, their verdict would have been different from that 
rendered 
Plaintiff's Instruction No. 3 ( R. p. 94), granted by the 
Court, told the jury that · in making the left turn into 
20* outh Hill Avenue it was defendants' *duty to operate 
that bus to the right of the medial lines of the street, the 
center of the intersection, and it was not practical to keep 
the bus to the right of the intersection in making the turn, 
then it was its duty to drive the same as closely as practica-
ble to the right. There was offered no evidence to connect the 
accident with the turn at the intersection, and no evidence 
· that the tum was not properly made by the defendants, and, 
therefore, there was no evidence to substantiate this instruc-
tion, as it tended to confuse the jury into believing that this 
was an intersection accident. 
Defendants' Instruction D (R. p. 98), refused by the Court., 
tells the jury that in making the turn at the intersection the 
speed limit was ten miles an hour, and after making such 
turn the. speed limit was fifteen miles au hour. It is true that 
there was no evidence of speeding, as the only record given 
was four miles an hour. It is eonsidered that the jury had a 
right to this instruction, especially after the giving of In-
struction 3. 
Defendants' Instruction G (R. p. 99), and II (R. p. 100), 
both refused by the Court, attempted to tell tbe jury what the 
plaintiff's duties were upon tho assumption thnt defendants 
had the right of way, and, also, the plaintiff's duties to obey 
the provisions of Section 2154 ( 126) ( e) ·Coe le of Virginia, 
not to step out in the portion of the str-eet open to vehicular 
· traffic from a place where his prcse1we would be obscured 
from the operators of vehicles in the street. 
Court's Instructions T (R. p. 10 l), and X ( R. p. 102, were 
given in lieu of Instructions G. and H. Instruction T con-
flicts with the fact that defendants had the right of way 
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\#h~n 1it told the .jury that ,the ,plaintiff ·had,a right to cross 
:tire ,street at '.,the ·place ·in· question, and, also, the .fact that 
'Mr. · Cone -stepped from a · place where his presence .was ob-
:-scmred. Ii1struction X ·failed to define the plaintiff's duties 
· <.th :the assm11ption that· the· defendants had the right of way, 
-and told ·the jury that ,if ·the defendants .were guilty of any 
. _ negligencc·they·forfeited:the right·of way. No authority 
~1 * 1has been ·found to ·the ·*effect 1tlint negligence ·forfeits 
1.the right of way. 
CONCLUSION 
ilt 1is submitted that,the :jury·w·as not:properly·i:nstructed, 
l,ut that the vercliet should be set aside and final judgm.ent 
,;granted by · tl1is G<mrt upon the ground that the ·evidence 
-·~th:ow-s ·that· the de rendants' · bns ·was ·operated' to its: right as 
· :flar as I pracfaiable, and:.tbat' the driver was keeping: a· proper 
·'a'nd ·careful · Io·0kont a:s i·h'e: saw ,plaintiff's automobile, but 
~lM: n·ot see him l.nHil he ·stepped from the automobile behind 
· ~ts::door in a crouchecl: position and was straightening up im-
-~~diately in front of the- bus. !The evidence, also, shows that 
1
·fltte l plaintiff was g-uilty 1 of: neglige11ce causing or contribut-
1 iit{g: to ·the· nc.crdcnt by·n6t ·crossing tl1e ·street·.at· the inter- . 
. ~§ection and ·stepping from' the ·automobile: behveen intersec-
i tWns in,front of t:110··-bus ·W·hich ·:J1ad the right ·of way, and 
i.fibat\ 1he, did not tuke· proper precautions. for his. safety. 
!·For these and other reasons to be stated ·at Bar, petitioners 
; )Way·' that a writ of error and supersedeas may' be ·granted 
'-~lie:in 1ancl the vcrdiet and jtfrlgment complained of· ·be re-
\·itel!scid. 
<'t!otinsel for pct ition~rs desire to ·present orally reasons 
,:wby a· l\Tit of c1Tor arid :supersedeas shoukl be allowed; and 
,-.i,;th'te tlia.t two eopinr,; ·of'· this· petition were· 1mrilecl to .Y. ··M. 
i Hodges,· Ji~sqnire, of· Counsel for the plaintiff in the trial of 
· :this case before the Trial Court. 
/Should a writ of error ·be granted, petitioners desire to 
'.~idopt:'.this as their opening brie:f or a part- thereof. 
Respectfu'lly submitted, 
S. M. REAMS-and 
·.J.:HERBERT .YANCEY, ·partners 
trading as: Reams· Bus· Line. · 
: BY ~TOHN Y.' HlrrrCHESON, 
LrnITH S. HRKMNJ~R. 
COUNSJ~ 
'S. l\L Reams and J. H. YanGey, etc., v. A. .. F.;Cone -l~ 
22" •JOHNY. HUTCHES.ON, 
Boydton, Virginia, 
LEITH S .. B.REMNER, 
'State-Planters Bank Bldg .. 
Richmond, Virginia, 
vVe, the undersigned, . attorneys practiclng before .th-e 
Supreme . Court of Appeals of Virginia, do hereby certµy 
.that in our opinion the judgment complained of is erroneous 
:and shot1ld be reversed. . 
Given under ~ur hands th.is 6th day of May, 1949. 
JOHN Y. HUTCHESON & 
LEJ!.CH K .(BREMNER 
Received }lay 6, 1949. 
June 17, · 1949, 
,vrit of error a11d supe,~sed.eas awarded by the court. Bond 
$3,500 .. 
M. B. "\Y. 
RECORD 
In the Circuit Court of Mecklenburg County, .Virginia .. 
October ·26, 1948 
Armon· F. Cone 
V. 
-S. .1.\L Reams & .• J. Herbert Yancey, partners trading as 
Reams Bus Line. 
Before the Honorable G. E. :Mitchell, Jr., Judg·e and a jury . 
.Appearances: .J. Thompson \Vyatt, E~quire, :Meredith C. 
Dortch, Esquire, Y. Melvin; Hodges, Esquire, Attorneys for 
p~~ti~ . . 
Leith S. Bremner,. Esquire, John Y. Hutcheson, Esqnire, 
· Attorneys for Defendants. 
Stenographic report of all the testimony, together with 
all the motions, objections and exceptions on the part of the 
zo Snp-remc Court of' .App-cars of ViTginiir 
Drury H. Marrow 
respective parties,, the action of the Court m respect thereto, 
all the instructions offered, granted and refused, and the· 
objections and exceptions thereto, and aH other incidents of 
the trial of the case. of .Armon F. Cone v. S. l\L Reams and J .. 
Herbert Yancey) partners trading as. Reams Bus Line, triecl 
in the Circuit Court of Mecklenburg County October 26, 194S: 
before G. E. Mitchell,. Jr.,, Judge of the a4th,. Judicial Circuit 
and jury .. 
DRURY II. MARROW 
a witness on behalf of the plam:tffi, after first 
pa:ge 2 f being duly sworn, testified as follows :. 
DIRE.CT EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Hod·ges·: 
Q. You are Mr_ Drury IL Marrow! 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. ·where do you live t 
A. Union: LeveL 
Q. ·what is your profession t 
A. Civil engineering. 
Q. ,vhere did you graduate. in civil engirrem'ingr 
A- University of Virginia. 
Q~ Mr.. Marrow, at the: request od: the- plai:in~ in tliis: 
case; I believe· you have made a survey and a plat showing: 
the1 iute'l·sectfo~ of D'anville Street and South HiH A.wnrnc: 
in the town of South Hill~ Vir.gim.a.. Have· you m1t t 
A. I have-. 
Q'. This is what purports; to: be the• plat bearing legend thaf 
it was made by you, showing the w.ip.th of Danville Street 
at tlro·· inite-rsection: of Soutb Hill Avmnrn: in the· town of' 
South Hill. Did you pre.pare that plat. 
A. Yes,_ sir. . 
<l Is that an accurate and· true survey of the- irrforseetiml! 
@f those two streets ancl the. width of the. respcctlve: streets t 
A .. It is-. 
page 3· ~ Q. ,vhat is the widtfl ocf Danville- Street opposite-
the intersection. of South. Hill Avenue1 
A. Forty five feet f:rom ctub to cu:rh. 
Q. "\Vhat is the width of South Hill Avenu'C' "i1e,.,·e it inter-
sects Danville Street? 
A. Forty three feeL 
Q~ Does South Hill AYenuc: cross Danville- Stceetl 
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.A. No, sir. Dead end. 
Q. In what direction doe.s it lead from Danville StreeU 
A. South. 
Q. From· the west side of Danville Street proceeding 
south? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. I will ask you to exhibit your plat, please, to the gen-
tlemen of the jury. 
A. This is Danville Street represented here. The Lincoln 
Hotel is here. The Citizens Bank is here. This shaded area 
represents the side walk. The light area is the driveway of 
the two streets. 
The Lincoln Hotel is on the right and the Citizens Bank 
is on the left. They are on oppos1te sides. 
Q. Mr. l\farro,,r, have you observed the method of parking 
employed by the town of South Hill, on South Hill A venue, 
in the area between the Citizens Bank on the east side and 
the Lincoln Hotel on the west side? 
A. They park parallel on the east side and at an angle on 
the west. 
page .4 r Q. y OU mean that they park next to the Citizens 
Bank at the curb; and at about a forty five de-
gree angle on the west side? 
A. Approximately. 
Q. It is lined off for vehicles to be parked in that west side 
area isn't it Y 
A. Yes. 
Q. Mr. Marrow·, how much of Danville Street, if you know, 
do the vehicles parked on the west side, nt an angle, occupy 1 
A. Approximately fifteen feet. 
Q. How much does the area on the east side, where the 
vehicles are parked, parallel to the rurb oecnpy )? 
A. Seven feet. 
Q. You have actually measured these distances 1 
A. I have tested them. 
Q. So that would leave an area of driving space between 
the two vehicles, parked on both sides of the street of twenty ', 
one feet 1 
A. Yes. . 
Q. I ask you to state, if you know, ,vlwthor the area in and 
around the intersection of Danville Street and South Hill 
Avenue is lighted by municipal street lights? 
A. I think it is. 
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By the Court : 
Do the lights show on your plat 1 
A. No. I don't think so. No. 
CROSS EXAMINATION 
By Mr. Hutcheson: 
page 5 ~ Q. You testified about the parking space on South 
Ifill Avenue. Suppose a long car were parked on 
that side, how much space would it take? 
A. On the west side¥ 
Q. On the west side. 
A. That would take fifteen feet. 
Q. Fifteen feet? 
A. Fifteen feet. 
· Q. If a long car went in there it would take more¥ 
A. The average would b~ fifteen feet. 
By the Court: 
Q. The map is drawn to scale isn't iU 
A. Yes, sir. 
:J3y Mr. Hodges: "~c want to file this as Exhibit I. 
DR. P. N. PASTORE 
a witness on behalf of the plaintiff, after first being duly 
sworn, testified as follows: 
DIRECT EXAMINATION 
By Mr. Wyatt: 
Q. You are Dr. P. N. Pastore? 
_A. Yes; Peter N. 
Q. ,vhat is your official position T 
page 6 ~ A. I am director of the ear nose and throat de-
partment at t110 Medical College of Virginia. 
Q. Doctor, have you had occasion to examine Armon F. 
Cone in connection ·with a complaint made about his head? 
A. Yes. I examiued Mr. Cone. I would like to refer to 
my records so I enu give you the exact information. 
It was on the 21st, of November 1947. 
Q. Was it forty-sixt 
A. No it ,vas 1947. 
He was ~eferred to me by Dr. Meade Edmonds, of Peters-
burg, Virginia. 
Q. What was the nature of your examination! 
.J 
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A. It was in relation to the ears, nose and throat. 
He was sent by Dr. Edmonds, in an effort to ascertain the 
~mount of hearing loss and to determine the amount of ina-
hili ty to smell. 
Q. Did you make an examination 1 
A. Yes; I did. 
Q. ,vhat were your findings 1 
A. ·well, the positive findings, in relation to the ear, the 
specific amount of hearing loss, wl1ich was consistent under 
a series of examinations, and also the inability to identify 
odors, which was also repeated. 
Q. Did you ·find any impairment to the hearing of either 
ear? 
})age 7 } A. Yes. I did. The right ear disclosed a slight 
amount of hearing loss, which we put at an aver-
age of ten percent for the speech range. 
The left ear disclosed, in our method of testing, an aver-. 
age of forty seven decimals, or thirty-seven percent, of hear-
ing loss. · 
Now to appreciate that, of course, it will require a little 
explination as to how we determine that. 
,v ould you like for me to give it? 
Q. Yes. . 
A. In testing hearing we have to consider the fact that 
the human ear has considerable range of aaaptability: 
You have the low tones and the high tones and in between 
there are the intermediate tones. 
Now, for normal hearing, to compensate for every day 
living, you consider the hearing level of what we call the 
speach range. For example, the piano, on which we have, of 
course, the low notes at one and the high notes at the other 
end. 
The extremely high notes are not worth as much to us, 
:from a hearing standpoint, as the ones in the lower or inter-
mediate range. These notes are. all determined in cycles, 
1leginning at say, one hundred cycles per second-tliat is a 
very low note and seven thousand cycles-that is a very high 
note. 
So in determining practical hearing loss we take the speach 
range between two-hundred-fifty-six cycles and four thou-
sand cycles and between tl10se two points is where 
page 8 } we determine hearing loss. A person who can hear 
a note at a "tho"usand cycles, normally, might not 
hear one at two thousand at all. 
Z4 Supreme Conrf oi Appeals of Virginia 
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To determining the percentage that would not mean one-
hundred per cent loss or no loss at all, but you would have: 
a fifty per cent loss for those two notes. 
Q. Now1 describe a ten per cent loss of hearing to the right 
ear and thirty-seven percent loss of hearing to the left ear;. 
do you mean that that is a third impairment of hearing in the· 
respective ears"? 
A. Yes, that is based on taking the number of decimals-. 
Iost-d~cimalf? meaning unit of measurement. 
q. In co:r;rnection with the nasal complaint-the lack of 
smell-what. were your findings t 
A. Tliat- was tested because Mr. Cone specifically men-. 
tioned the fact that he was unable to smell; and concerning: 
the features of the nose-unless there is some obvious chang~ 
in the features-one can't always say that there is any dam-
age there to the nerve filament that carries the sense of 
. smell; so in order to test that we are required, or have to use· 
some: substance that can be smelled; and in testing that we· 
have to depend entirely on what the individual tells us, ex-
eept what w'e emu tell for ourselves in using connnon sense to, 
diffe.rentiate between an extreme loss or lack of loss. 
He was tested for comm.on substances-iodine, ether, al-
cohol, ammonia, and a few others w·hich we have· 
pag·e .9 ~ listed. in the offic~oiI or cloves, for instance-
those a re common odors, that anyone, in an adult 
sta.fo onght to be able to differentiate or at least know tfmt 
it is· not something that is. like vinegur. 
I was unable to get a positive identification of any of 
those substances. I should say that there is a difference be-
tween being ahfe to determine an odor and being able to· 
determine whether or not a thing is: irritating· to im indivi-
dual's nose-. 
Q. \Vas he abfo to determine the order at all or ""Its just 
able- to say whether it was irri:tating to Ilis nose·r 
A. In order to answer your question, I will have, to tell you 
that when you smell anything·, a number of things Imve no• 
charactcristie odor. You may just have n [nuning· sensation 
in fTie 11os-e~ Now, tliat sensation is carried by a di!fferent set 
of' nern~s than the ones that carrv the SC-!nsation of smell 
and therefore, if you Imve· a pungmit odor or sometfiing that 
stings, ns it reaehes the tissues, yon migI1t Ile able· fo teU 
that and Mr. Cone was able· to determi~e the irritating effects 
but not tlmt I dicln 't. try tJie: odor;. because tho: odor sens~ 
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and the smell is carried by a different nerve the olfactory 
nerve. 
Q. Did it injure the nose in any other wayt 
A. Not eA'iernally. No. That is, I did not find any changes 
with the tissues on the outside that you could see in the nose. 
Q. From your examination, did you determine ,,,.hat was-
the cause of these impairments of hearing and nasal-
Objection: 
page 10 ~ By the Court: Reframe the question. 
Bv Mr. \Vvatt: 
·Q. From the findings at the time of tho examination could 
you determine the cause f 
· A. From the findings at tlic time of the examination, that 
is the external-the obvious findings-wlrnt we call objective 
findings, I could not determine the cause. 
By the .Court: 
Q. The only thing you could go by is what he told you; 
is that right t · 
A. Based on the history as to the hearing nerve and his 
inability to smell. 
By Mr. ·wyatt: 
Q. As far as this automobile accident is concerned-on 
N av-ember 9, 194 7, in which he fractured his skull; is that in 
your judgment the cause of your findings of the conditions 
in his ea rs and nose f 
A. Y cs, sir; based on the history. I may say this; that I 
did not sec this patient at tlw fone of his i11juries or before. 
I saw him a year afterward and the history, of course is im-
portant, and only on the basis of the hi.story, do my findings 
mean anything. I am trying to he as fnil' as I can in my . 
ans,Yers. 
Q. From your finding·s would you say that a person of 
reasonable health could be subject to tl1h, condition f 
A.. Y cs. But I mnRt ndd ihi~; that not havin/.; 
page ll ~ examined the pntient heforc the ac•(•ident, I 
conldn 't RHY what hi~ condition was hefore it. 
:My examination was carried ont a yenr, approximately n. 
yec.1r, after the alleged accident. ·w c find, as a rule, that in 
a year's time, in that type of injury, you will have as much 
recovery as we could hope for. However, I have not exam-
ined the patient since the last time-Deeember 6, 1947. 
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Q. You say that in this type of injury that you will have 
as much recovery as expected within a year Y 
A. As a rule; yes. 
Q. Doctor, you say you never saw this patient before, but 
twice! 
A. Except today : yes ; to my recollection. However, I 
might say that I examined him thoroughly, by testing-, three 
times. In order to explain that, I made a test and let him 
wait a little while and tested him again so as to eliminate 
excitement, and I could get a more accurate test. 
By Mr. Bremner: 
Q. As far as your observations are concerned what did 
you find? 
A. The only thing I found of importance was a small 
linear hair line from the ear drum. It could be the result 
of affliction from ehildhood or anything of that kind .. 
Q. Could you say that it came from the accident? 
A. I could not say so. No, sir. 
ARMON F. CONE 
the plaintiff, after first being duly sworn, testi-
fied as follows : 
DIRECT EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Hodges: 
Q. You are Armon F. Cone, the plaintiff in this caseY 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. How old arc you Y 
A. Thirty six. 
Q. vVhere do you live? 
A. 915 Kensington A venue, Petersburg. 
Q. What is your business Y 
A. Traveling for Proctor and Gamble. 
Q. Will you tell the jury about this accident? 
A. w· ell it was about ten o'clock. 
Q. Where had you been that day? 
A. To Durham to a football game, between Duke Uni-
versity and "\Vake Forest. 
Q. Where had you left from? 
A. Petersburg. 
Q. "\'\7ho was with you on this trip? 
A. My wife and Dr. and Mrs. \V. L. Barnes. 
Q. Where does Dr. Barnes live 1 
'S. J~,J. Reams ·ancl J. II. Yancey, etc., v. A.. "F'. Cone ~, 
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.A. 115 Shore Street in Petersburg. 
Q. Had you known Dr. and Mrs. Barnes prlor · to this f · 
A. Yes, sir. 
lJage 13 } Q. "\\rnose automobile were you drivlngt 
.A. Dr. Barnes'. 
Q. Mr. Cone, dld you leave Petersburg that mornlngt 
..... \.. Yes. 
Q. What time did you leave Petersburgf 
A. About eight or nine o'clock. . 
Q. "\Vhere was the first place you stopped after you left 
Petersburg? 
A. ,v e stopped in South Hill. 
Q. For what purpose? 
A. I went to the A. B. C .. Store and bought a pint of 
·whiskey. 
Q. ,vhat did you do with it? 
A. "Tell, we got four cups and a coco cola and made a 
little drink and sipped on it. . 
Q. Did all four of you drink the pint of whiskey? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. ·when did you drink it? 
.... \.. vV e drank part of it going down and we had the tes~ 
during the game. 
Q. What time did you leave t~e garnet 
A. I would say around five o'clock" 
Q. Then where did you go 1 
A. vVent back home. 
Q. Did you make any stops going back home? 
1mge 14 } A. In Oxford, we stopped to get gas. 
Q. \Vho was driving¥ 
A. Mrs. Barnes was driving at the time we left the game. 
Q. When you got the gas in Oxford, did she stop driving? 
A. ,v ell, I told her that I felt rested and if she wanted me 
to I would drive. I was a little tired. I drove all the ,v-ay 
down, incidentally. 
Q. Does Dr. Barnes drive? 
A .. Does he drivel 
Q. Yes. 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. vVhy were you all driving t 
A. I don't think Dock particularly likes to drive. Mrs. 
Barnes, I think usually drives for him. 
Q. After you got the gas in Oxford, w·here did you go 
from there! 
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A. "\Ve went to Henders·on. 
Q. Did you stop in Henderson r 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. "\Vhere did you stop 6l 
A. "\Ve stopped at a restaurant and had our dinner. VlI1ite 
Restaurant, I think. 
Q. "\\7bite ~ciuse. 
A. "\Vhite Ho'nse or ·white way or sometfling:.. 
Q. Did you have anything to drink¥ 
A. ,v e had a beer with our dinner. 
page 15 ~ Q. How many beers i 
A. One. 
Q. Do you know wlia t time you left the ·white House.-
Restaurant f 
A. Oh, I w·ouicl say, in tI1e neigllborhoocl of nine o'clock. 
Q. ·what route did you drivef 
A. U. S. 1, to South Hill-north. 
Q·. Now, Mr~ Cone, in coming to South Hill, which way die] 
vou come inf 
., A. You mean in to the city! 
Q. Yes. · 
A. \Ve came in on Route I. 
Q. Did you stop in Sou fh Hill! 
A. Yes,. sir. 
Q. \Vhere did you stop r 
AP ,Ve turned up there at fhe _first street the- w·a:rcnons-e-
the Standard Station and the warehouse. 
Q. Have you seen this- map of those bvo strC'Qts there )frp 
Concf 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Now· wI1icI1 wa:y-yon turnc-d up on Danville Street 1' 
A. That is the street that goes by the warehouse--Y es-. 
Q·. Now where did you park your automobilef 
A. I was- tlle second car from tiie corner right by the, bankp 
Q. Do you reca.II how the cars. weTe parked a:long this side 
of the streei. 
page 1(1 r A.. StTaight up and down. 
Q. They wcTe' parallel to the curb r 
A_ Yes. 
Q. Do you rccrul how they were· parkecl on tI1is· side of' 
the street I 
A. Forty five degree angle. 
Q. Had you ever been to the Lincoln Hotel hef ore! 
A. I stay there when I travel in this· territo.ry. 
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· Q. Tell the jury, if you can, the. direction in which ydar 
car was headed and where you were parked on this plat? · 
A. My car was parked right in here-the second car fro~ 
the corner ; and there was a Ii ttle jam in there-there was:h 't 
quite enough room to get in there, so the front end wns out, I 
would say a quarter of the width of the car-the fender was 
out a little bit. 
Q. It wasn't enough room for you to get your entire car 
parallel-
A. There was a little sticking out. 
Q. How about the back end 1 
A. The back was in. 
Q. Now, at the time that this accident happened, where 
were you going! 
A. I was going over here to this hotel. 
Q. For what purpose f 
A. To the rest room. 
page 17 ~ Q. How long had you been stopped at this point 
right here before this accident happened? · 
A. We just. stoped and I asked my wifc-
Q. Now tell us just what you told your wife? 
A. I told her I was. going over to the- hotel. 
Q. When you parked your car there, which side did you 
get out? 
A. The driver's side. 
Q. Now tell the gentlemen of the jury exactly what hap-
pened, as you remember it, at that time 1 
A. "r ell, I got out of the car, and as I said I am going 
over to the hotel; you all can come on over. 
As I got out of the car-you take a turn-I started across 
the street. I took one step. I looked to my left to see if 
anything was approaching. 'l~hnt is the last I remember. 
·when I was looking that way, I wns hit tltis way. 
Q. You were crossing from the east to the west side and 
looked to your left and you took one siep. 
A. Yes. 
Q. How· long were you in the hos1)ital? 
A. ·w cn I don't remember but one or two incidents fo the 
hospital. As far as I know it was about ten or twelve 
davs later. 
iiy wife said that my little girl hrought 1110 some ice cream 
and that is the first thing I remember. 
page 18 ~ Q. lVhen was that ? 
A.. She said it was the day before I came home. 
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Q. M:r. Coam, .cHd y,0u .see U1is car approa:elii1~.g lf 1~om the· 
ifr011it? 
.A. N-0t to nw knowledge. As I left my ,car I tUirned facing· 
Danville· Street an'fl tba,t wa-s facing ,the hotel. 
-~.. Y olil took -one ·st-ep and anGl you were hi-U 
.. /A .. One step; yes. 
'Q. You looked to your left f 
/A... I fook,ed to rn_y left. 
Q. How far lrnd you gotten from yo1tr car 1· _ 
A. .. vV ell I would imagine that a stride 0f mfoe w©!l1Id be-
in the neighborhood of three feet. 
'(~. Is your· taste and smell affected y· (A. M:y taste isn ',t ,a ~~:undr-.ml .rpemcent aoeurarte-.. 
Q. Can you smell thmgs burnmg? 
A. No, sir. I could ·verify that. liL1~s. Stua1·,t, £n Peter·s-· 
-burg, told me· one day-
['he Oour.t: Do1,1 't g0 into the .comr.e1rsa.fi0n, .nust .te'll what 
you 1m0w. 
Witness: ,vel1 my -coat was on fire .ancil :she told me to 
move. It was sc0.rehhrg, -aar~·way.; :and she· tol<il me .to move .. 
B,y :Mr. Hodges: 
Q. A re you able to tell good :fooa from bad food f' 
iP~ge 19 J A. w· ell, I don't lrnow. i[ ,dr.ank a ·qufilit 0£ milk 
not long :ago and I ;got ;sick £rem it. It ·was the: 
tfir.st .time that .that had ,e,ver .ha_ppened. 
Apparently the milk was .bad. . 
Q. How long wc:rc you a:w:ay fro.m your employment?' 
!A. ,tl ust a few days o:ver two month~, ro.llgh~y. 
\~. Hid _you ,go ·hack to work wi'th ,P~o.ctor :and ,Gamble 1· 
A. Yes, sir. 
:.~. "\Vha.t we1:e your medica:l' and -ho~aI bills1 
A. Medical and I10spital---l -can: ·gfoe ~ou ,the ,exact figu.:r.es: 
if you want them. 
-Petersburg I-Io·spi:tal $195.95-I a:1~· w:rong ·$119.95. My 
;nm-se was $99.00. Dr. Thomas ·wheeling $10.00. Dr. ,v. L .. 
Barnes $63.00. Dr. Edith Miller $55.00. Drug bill ·$15.00 •. 
.Ambulance bi re $25.00. 
{~ .. That was actual -out of ;pooket expense·? 
A. "That is .right. I think the .total is ·$986~95; if it is; 
added up right. 
·-Q~ Are there iwy other bills that are not in there! 
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A.. There is one for $25 .. 00. I haven't paid that yet. I 
gave Dr. Edmonds $5.00. He is the one who touk me over 
to Dr .. I-Ian·is, because he didn't hav.e th~ .cquipm~Iit to make . 
the test. 
. Q. You testified that you stiffer no,,1 w1th headaches, 
,vha.t do you take for thos~ 1 
A. An .a,svr-in ~1;i.d a c~uple 9f l101;2ts t,e.st: 
page 20 } Q. Ho,y often do ym1 hav,e tho.s~ h~adache.s·1 
. A. Well, I w.ou1d say every .couple of w.e.eks. 
About that often. 
Q. Were you at the intetseetiou f 
A. No, sir. 
Q. How far wer~ you from the inter.s~ction f 
A. I was starting straight from my car a.cros.s-there was 
one car from the corn~r. 
Q. Just oite cttr between y.ou .and the corner? 
A. Yes, 
CROSS EXAMINATION\ 
By Mr. Bremner: . . ~ . _ . 
Q. I-!cny far ,,Y:as this ,car fro.m the curb? . _ _ 
A. Well, the back of the car Was right :up to the .curb; th~ 
front was out -.just a little bit; .there ,vasn 't quite enou:gh 
room _to bring it ~- . 
Q. How far would you say that your left front .door "1aS 
from the center of South Hill A venue 1 
A. The left front door 1 
Q. Yes. . . . . . 
A. Oh, sLx .and a half .or se:ven feet-I don't know what 
the width of a car is. 
Q. How far-how mai1y feet south of Danville Street 
w·er.e you·? . . . 
1mge 21 ~ A. The widtp of the. c~r and .th~ width .of the 
side\\mlk-the length o.f the car rather. 
Q . .And you say you just took oi1e step? 
A. That is right. . . . 
Q. Where was Dt. Bar:nes, whei1 you go.t .out of the car 1 
A. In the back seat. 
Q. '\Vhere was y0lH wife? 
A. My wife was in the front. 
Q. 1Ve.re all .three .of .them in the car when _:you got out i 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. ·were they g·oing to get ouU 
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A. Yes; they were- -just getfing themselves- together. I 
suppose they were just getting themselves together. I askecl 
my wif e--,-l -said "are you going to get. out: on this side t" 
Q .. As a matter of fact,. you were aiil going in to the Lincol11! 
Hotel and eat weren't you °l 
A;. No, sir. ,v e were going over to the rest room and then 
going down to the Glass House, ,vhich was on the other side-
of the bank, to get a cup of coffee·. 
They don't have a dining room in the Lincoln Hotel; or 
they didn't then. 
Q .. How far did you drive after you left Henderson t 
A. It was a block beyond the bank-
Q. I said from Henderson T 
A. Oh, how far is South Hiil from Hen-derS'on T. 
Q. Yes .. 
page 22 } A. Forty miles, I think. 
Q. There are rest rooms in tfle ·Glass House,. 
aren't they?" 
A. Yes, but I was going to the hotel becaus-e I knew some-
body there~ 
Q. " 7Irnt did the others do r 
A. I said "I am going over to the- hotel" and asked if 
they were coming· over. 
Q. I say w'l1ere were- they going:-Do yo.u know where your 
wife w·a s going? 
A. 1VI1ere- were they going r 
Q~ Yest 
A. To the hotel, I tI1ink. 
Q. Diel you drink any coffoe- in HendeTson r 
.A. I-I-I didn "t nave m1y coffee with my dinner; I IiadI 
a bottle of beer. It was cold. I wanted coffee to warm m~ 
up. It w1ts a wfnl cold. 
Q~. Danville Street is No. I Highway, isn't itt 
A. Yes. I think that is the name of it. 
Q·. And yon stayed at the- Lincoln Hotel in your business?: 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Over ,·diat period of timer 
A. ·wen,· I Im vei been w·i th Proctor a11d Gamble,. going on 
six vears. That is in mv territorv. .__ Q: And S0utl1 Hill .. A.venue is th~- street irr the· front of it?.' 
A. Yes. 
page 23· r (J. The Lineoln Hotel is right on the· southwest 
corner, is it not f-Of Danville Strr.et and South 
Hill Avenue, is that rig·ht t 
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A. Yes. 
Q. You stayed at the Lincoln Hotel often, didn't you! 
A. Yes, about two nights a week. 
Q. And you know that traffic is heavy on No. 1 Highway, 
don't youf 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And you know· that South Hill A Yenuc is used by 
busses"? 
A. Yes. 
Q. You knew that busses come in there every little while? 
You know that that street was used bv busses? 
A. Yes. · 
Q. And you knew that cars on the west side of the street 
,vere parked at a forty five degree angle didn't you 1 
A. Yes. 
Q. And yon knew that you were out in the street some-
fifteen or sixteen feet didn't you Y . 
A. Yes. · 
Q. And you knew that your car wasn't up against the curh, 
when you got out didn't you i 
A. Yes. 
Q. Did you see the bus f 
A. No; I never saw the bus. 
page 24 ~ Q. Does the front door of the Barnes' car open 
from the front to the back¥ 
A. It opens from tl1e back to the front. 
Q. \'Vas the door between you and the bus'? 
A. No, the doo1· was closed. 
Q. Do you remember closing the door f 
A. Yes, sir. 
• By Mr. Hodg·es: 
Q. I ask you, if you know, between the haek of the Citizens 
Bank and across to the Lincoln Hotcl-Isn 't it customary 
for people to walk back and forth across there? 
By :Mr. Bremner: \Ye object to thnt. 
By the Court: Objection sustainccl. 
By 1\fr. Hodges: I think that is all. 
By :Mr. Hodges: 
I think that is all. 
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n witness on behalf of the plaintiff, after first being duly 
sworn, testified as follows : 
DIRECT EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Hodges: 
Q. You are vV. Henry Cook¥ 
A. Yes. 
Q. You live in South HilH 
A. Yes, sir. 
page 25 r Q. Did you see the accident, in which Mr. Cone 
the plaintiff, in this case, was injured Y 
A. No, sir. 
Q. Do you kno,v where you were at the time he was struck f 
A. I think I was in the Glass House, discussing ·football 
· scores with friends, when the accident happened. 
Q. Did you hear the accidenU 
A. I didn't hear the accident itself, but I heard about it 
within a very few minutes. 
Q. Did you go to the scene Y 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. When you arrived there had Mr. Cone been taken away? 
A~ I arrived before he had been taken away. If I recall 
correctly, Mr. Cone bad just been picked up from the street 
and was being put into the ambulance. 
· Q. Had the cars been moved Y 
A. I am confident they had not been moved. 
Q. Mr. Cook, I exhibit to you a plat or survey made by 
Mr. Drury Marrow, surveyor, and ask you to state, as best 
you can, to the jury, just where you found the Reams bus 
standing at the time you arrived, and what other evidence 
you saw that indicated that there was an accident. 
A. Danville Street, which is also Route 1, within the town 
of South Hill, runs east and west. 
South Hill Avenue intersects Danville Street, 
page 26 r but it does cross it, between the Lincoln Hotel 
and tlie Citizens Bank building. That is located 
one block from the Glass House. 
The automobiles on the right hand side of South Hill 
Avenue, facing west, or on the west side of the A venue are 
parked at right angles to the curb, I would say at an angle of 
approximately forty five degrees. 
Over on the east side of South Hill Avenue the automobiles 
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Citizens . 
The bus had just cleared the intersection and the rear end 
of the bus about alongside the parking line-Certainly not 
very far from it and the front end of the bus was· about three 
feet out from the parking line. 
Q. Now, Mr. Cook, how wide is that parking area there on 
that east side? . 
A. My estimate would' be seven feet. The overall width 
of a car is between five and six feet and of course there is 
a little lattitude. 
Q. And then the front of the bus was within. three feet of 
that parking line? 
A. I didn't measure it, but I stepped it. It.was approxi-
mately one pace from the edge of the parking line. · 
Q. Did you see anything else to indicate where this acci-
dent happened 1 
A. Yes, sir. The bus-the left front headlight of the bus 
had been knocked out and the glass was lying down on the 
street; and I tldnk there was a dent in the left front fender. 
I do remember and can say positively that the left front · 
head light of the bus had been knocked out and the glass 
was down there on the street. 
page 28 } Q. Did you see . anything· else to inq.ica tc th~t 
Mr. Cone had been injured¥ 
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A . .Yes·, sir. Over some two or three feet-or it may have 
been further than that-to the right and kind of to the south 
there was blood and vomit. · 
Q. And that was on the· east side of the center a:rea of 
South HilI Avenue! 
A. Yes.. _ 
Q. Mr,. Qook, I ask you to state to the jury,. from the 
position you found that bus with the rear end to that south 
west ·cor:ner-of' the intersection; whether that bus· had driven 
around to 'the corner of the intersection of South Hill Avenue 
with Danville Streett 
A. No,. sir. 
Q. Will you take this auto-I want to ask you first; you: 
say that the left front head light on the· Reruns hus had beeill 
knocked outt 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. There waS" an i:ndenfa tion thc-re~r 
A. Yes., sir. 
Q. How far is. that from the outside line of file bus f 
A. The head light, if I recall correctly, was. right close 
to the edge of the: bus. 
Q. Show the j1ll'y-Illustrate your evidence by showing the· 
jury the position that bus was sittingf 
page 29 f A. Gentlemen1 on this map there is-as I see it 
drawn-here is the sidewalk. The bus w·as; sittimr 
at a&out that angler a very slight angle. This ma:p is draw~i; 
to: scale,. but the automobile is· not sca:led to this map. It 
was sitting in a slight angle with the front of the bus about 
three feet further from the. curb thai1 the rear end of the bus. 
Q~ According· to your testimony, the. front of the. bus, was 
about te11 feet from this sidewalk-I mean from this curb"? 
A. Yes-, sir. 
Q~ Conceding the passing- area them is seven feet ·wide f 
A. Yes, sir. 
- Q. The hack end of the bus· was about-
A .. Practically alongside the parking line, or wha:t "~oulc.11 
have: been a prolongation of the parking line. 
Q~ In this area. of inteTHcction, there is a pretty ln.rg·_e area 
there fo1· a person to turn ar01rnd the ce.nted. 
A. Yes. 
Q. And when the bus stopped, if I recall your tcstimony-
correetly, the rear encl was about even with a prolongation 
of tbe sidewalk line of Mecklenburg Avenue-of Da11ville: 
Street?. 
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A. Sidewalk line. 
Q. The sidewalk line of Mecklenburg A venue. 
A. Of Danville Street. All and every part of the bus was 
on the east side of Danville Street-on the east side of South 
Hill A venue, and to the left of the center. 
page 30 ~ Q. It stopped to the left of the center of South 
Hill Avenue t · 
A. Yes, sir. In fact every thing that I saw with referertce 
to the wreck was on the east side of Danville Street and~· 
east side of South Hill Avenue and to the left of the cen\er. 
By Mr. Hodges : Thank you Mr. Cook. ·! 
OCTA VIA BARNES 
a witness on behalf of the plaintiff, after first being duly 
sworn, testified as follows: · 
DIRECT EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Hodges: 
Q. You are Mrs. Octavia Barnes? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Mrs. Barnes, where do yon live? 
A. Petersburg, Virginia. 
Q. I believe you are the wife of Dr. "\Y. L. BarnesT 
A. Yes. , 
Q. Mrs. Barnes, were you riding at the time this automq- ' 
bile driven by Mr. Cone-were you in it at the time he was 
injured 1 · ' 
A. Yes. 
Q. Whose automobile was tbaU 
A. My husband's. 
Q. ·where did you have din~er f 
A. In Henderson. 
page 31 }- Q. Do you know how far it is from Henderson 
to South HilU :. 
A. No. I don't. 
Q. You had driven from Henderson to South Hill, Vir~ 
ginia, the night of the accident 1 ·' 
A. From Henderson. --· ; 
Q. I ask you, if you recall, the condition of the weather 
that nighH ' 
A. It was cold·. 
Q. ·what happened V 
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A. l heard the noise and his wife said '' Oh, my God, it 
is Armon.'' 
. -I dashed out and saw him laying down there and went on 
over to the hotel, to see about getting an ambulance. 
Q. When you got out of the car what did you see Y 
A. I saw him laying there and blood was-all I could see 
was blood. 
I was so excited my one idea was to get some place and get 
someone to take him a.way. 
Q. Did the bus stop 7 
A. The bus had stopped. He was laying in front of the 
bus a yard or so, in front of the bus because I went between 
him and the bus to go to the hotel. 
I got out of the car and went in front of the bus-between 
him and the bus. 
page 32 ~ Q. Had the front end of the bus passed the 
door of your car, when you got out of the car 1 
A. Yes; because I had to walk this way a little bit to clear 
the bus; or I would have walked into the bus. 
Q. Well, how near was that to the side of your car, 
approximately, do you knowf · 
A. I don't know. I couldn't tell you. 
Q. You couldn't say? 
A. I couldn't say, because I don't know. 
Q. Did you see Mr. Jones, the driver of that bus f 
A. Yes. I saw him when I came back from the-came out 
of the hotel. 
Q. Did Mr. Jones make any statement to you in relation 
to striking Mr. Cone? 
A. I was standing there with Mrs. Cone and Mrs. Cone 
said ""\,Vhy did you hit my husband Y" and he said "Lady, I 
did not see him.'' 
Q. He said '' Lady, I did not see him.'' 
A. ''Did not see the man'' or ''did not see him'', I don't 
know his exact words. 
Q. Was the street lighted¥ 
A. Well, the street impressed me as being dark·; now I 
don't know; because we drove up there and everything 
looked like it was dead. 
Q. It was quiet? 
page 33 ~ A. It was very quiet. 
Q. How long after the car stopped was it before 
the accident happened! 
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A. Oh, just a few seconds, because I had just tried to get 
the lap robe off of us and bingo, just like that. 
Q. Mrs. Barnes do you know anything about nursing f 
A. No, I don't. "\Vhen my husband was practicing medicine 
I helped him in the office. 
Q. Do you drive an automobilet 
A. I do. I do most of the driving; because Dr. Barnes 
doesn't care about driving. He doesn't like it; he just drives 
in a case of necessity. 
Q. What was the first you knew of it 1. 
A. I heard the collision. 
Q. When was that-after he had fallen? 
A. Then he had fallen. 
Q. Are you a nurse f 
A. No, I am not. 
Q. vV as he unconscious? 
A. He apparently didn't know what be was doing, because 
lie tried to get up there at one time; but he was not-he was 
laid out. The first time I saw him he was just laid out cold. 
Q. At the time Mr. Cone stepped out of the car, I will ask 
,you to tell this jury, whether or not he was in any wise 
under the influence of intoxicants f 
page 34 } A. No. He was not. 
Q. Had he had any alcoholic beverages t 
A. You mean-Oh, in the morning and in the afternoon 
at the game and we had .had beer with our dinner. We had 
had a bottle of beer with our dinner. Vv e had a sea food din-
ner and had a bottle of beer with it. 
Q. Did you go directly to the hospital t 
A. No. Not directly to the Petersburg Hospital. We 
took-went over to Dr. Bracey's and he said there wasn't 
anything he could do to take him-to hurry and take him to 
the hospital. 
Q. And you took him to the Petersburg Hospital t 
A. Yes. · 
Q. Wbo attended him on the trip to the Petersburg Hos-
pital? 
A. Dr. Barnes. 
Q. Your husband? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Did he treat him that nighU 
A. That night-because we weut into the emergency room 
with him and he cleaned off the blood and he chased us out 
of the room because there were so many other emergency 
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e,ases in there· and fi-e stayed over tli.er~ vV e,, stayed with lifm 
and then he took Mrs. Cone- back to he-r· house- a-ml then he-
went bacir to the li.ospitar. 
Q. Your husband's health is not good?" 
A. He has had a break down f"or two years. 
page 35 t In fact he. was· sick in Novembe-r ; he just didn't 
give· up. 
CROSS EXAM.ENATIGi~-
::Ry Mr w Bremner: . 
Q. I understoocI yoo ·to say that tliere were- just two doors 
.i>n. this antomobilet . 
A. T1iat is riglit 
Q. The- occupants- or tJie farcfr seat of' the car-· 
· A. Had to climb over in order to ge·t out. 
Q. Tliey natl to- come fi:orrr the hack to the front f 
A. Tliat is right.. · 
Q. \Vhen l\fr. Cone- got out of the,, car, on this occasio~ 
Ile knew that" you all were- going to follow hfrn ! 
A. Yes~ 
Q. Of conrse- he didn 'f sia:m the· door 'irr your faces.. Tiie-
door was open when the accident occured r 
A. No .. The- door was sliut when I saw it. He got. out. or 
the ear and pushed' the door to-; and w& wm·e goirrg to· ge.1f" 
untanrgled' irn the fiack.. ii:om fflie- Inp> robe-; ad Unat is w:ne'lu 
it am nappened. 
(zy.. YOU didn't acfaalfy see- it nappen f 
A. I did not see it happen and 1: did 110t seu· liim falf. 
Q~. Eufyorr did' see-
A. I looked up when be got out of the- car ancI saw Iiimz 
standing by the- side o.f tlie car .. 
page 3ff E Q~ You saw him standing by the! side- of the 
carf 
A .. That is right. 
Q .. A:adi ktteT you heard-
A. The· noise~ 
Q'. And the· bus:: didn.'t go as- far soutli a::s Soutfl' H:iH Av~ 
nue! 
A. I don't know the name· of the'. street. 
Q~ South HiU Avenue is the· street that you were parked[ 
on. l\fr. Cone· was lying in front of the bus wasn't he t 
A. Yes, that is right. 
Q.. Rvery thing was- very quiet t 
0 
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A. Yes: Very quiet; but- is· wasn ''ti lung before· everything-
was very noisy. 
RE-DIRECT EXAMINATT0N. 
By Mr. Hodges: 
Q. Mrs. Barnes, yoti said JOU looked up when he g,0t out 
of tlle dooT ;· now I ask you i.f- there, was· any bus, at that. time 
coming around that corner f 
A. I couldn't see it. I couldn't see a thing,. I looked: up 
like this. 
Q. You were facing directly to the intersection of I>am-
vH:le· Street and l\1feeldenbNrg Avenue, weren '1! you! 
A. Yes. 
Q. And you looked upf 
A. Yes. 
DR. ·w ALTl[R. L. BARNES 
page 37 }- a witness on behalf of tlie plaintiff after first 
being duly sworn, testified as follows·: 
DIRECT IBXA1HIN:ATION. 
JBy Mr. vVyatt: 
Q. Please state y0t11· name, addlress· and occupation f 
A. Dr. lVa1lfteir L~ Barnesl-..H5 Shore Street, PetersbUTg, 
Virginia. 
Q. How: Iong-Are you a gne·,,al practitioner of medicin€ J· 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. How l:ong have you been practicing medicine¥ 
A. Since about January 7, 1944, in Petersburg. 
Q. How long be.fore thatt; 
A. ,v ell,_ formerly, I was in the service-Since 1927. 
Q1• ,vh-at sel'I-eoJ'.s· did yolT go, to in preparing for medicme J 
A. TJ1e first two years at Wake· Forest and the l'ast-
N0rth Caro1ina-andi me: last two years at Tt1Iane lfoiver-
sity, at New. Orleans, Louisiana. 
Q. Did you practice medicine in Louisiana f· . 
A. I interned in the U. S. Ma1~ine· Hospital in Louisiana-
New· Orleans·, lii0uisiana and that fa al1. 
Q. During the time you have been in Petersburg, have )JOU 
had any public assignment in the practice of medicine.t 
A. I was~ fe:r seve·iral months, I was· city health physician 
• 
• 
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and for nearly two years, I believe I was coroner, in Peters-
burg. 
page 38 r Q. For the city of Petersburg¥ 
A. Yes. 
Q. At this time, are you engaged in the practice of medi-
cine? 
A. Sir? 
Q. At this time are you engaged in the practice of medi-
cine.? 
A. No; sir. 
Q. What are you doing at this time? 
A. Nothing. . 
Q. Did you have to give up the practice of medicine by 
reason of your health¥ 
A. Due to ill health. 
Q. ·when did you have to do thaU 
A. About the middle of April, 1947. 
Q. Now, this accident happened in November 1946; you 
were practicing at that time? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. How about on the day of November 9, 1946; did you 
and :M:rs. Barnes and Mr. and Mrs. Cone take a trip to a 
football game in North Carolina, that day? 
A. vVe took a trip to a football game at-down in North 
Carolina, between Duke and Wake Forest. 
Q. Did anybody go besides you and Mrs. Barnes and Mr. 
and Mrs. Cone in vour car f 
page 39 r A. The car was driven, entirely, by Mr. Cone 
and my wife; down and back. 
Q. Do you recall what time you left where this game was 
played, in Carolina? 
A. Not exactly, sir, but I would say around five or six 
o'clock, or something like that, sir. 
Q. Did you ride on the front seat or back seat from there 
on up to South Hill, Virginia? 
A. I believe I rode on the front seat from my home m 
"Petersburg to Durham, North Carolina. 
Q. On the way back? 
A: No. No, sir. Not as I recall. 
Q. You rode on tl1e back seat on the way back, as you re- · 
call. 
A. Yes. 
Q. Now, do you remember when you parked in South Hill, 
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Virginia-Did you notice where you were when you Cll,tlle 
through South Hill, on your way back from Carolina f 
· A. When we came back to South Hill! 
Q. Yes. 
A. No, sir. I was dozing. 
Q. Had you been to sleep f 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. vVas it natural for you to be asleep f 
A. Well, as a matter of fact, I had been up all 
page 40 } night the whole night before and all day that day, 
so I was a little bit sleepy. 
Q. W'hat were you up for? . 
A. vVell I delivered a baby the night before around two .. 
thirty in the morning, my records will show. 
Q. vVas that two-thirty before you left home to go to 
Carolina to see the game? 
A. That was on the night, or the morning, I might say. 
Q. Now, this case is in connection with Mr. Cone being 
struck by a bus at South Hill. Did you see the collision be- · 
tween Mr. Cone and any other obj'ect at South HilU 
A. Did I see it? 
Q. Yes. 
A. I saw nothing what so ever of the accident. 
Q. You woke up after it happened? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Did you see Mr. Cone, Dr. Barnes! 
A. Vv ell, I was awakened by screams and I didn't know 
what it was-whether a house had fallen in on me, or what 
had happened. 
I got out of the car and I saw there had been an accident 
and I looked out into the street and I saw Mr. CQne and my 
first impression was that he was dead; which was rather 
much-quite a shock, under the circumstances. 
Q. ,vhat did you say? 
page 41 ~ A. ,v ell, I made something like a remark-
'' Oh, my God! Oh, my God l Armon Cone is 
dead!'' or something like that; and I started up to see 
whether he was or not; and some policeman, I think it was 
a policeman. I am almost positive it was a man wearing a 
policeman's uniform; and I told him that I was a physician; 
and he made some remark which I didn't hear. He told 
me to go back in the car in loud enough terms so that I did 
hear. 
Q. Did you get back in the car? 
4f Snprnm(r ©'om·t or· Apr,cafs of Vfrginfa· 
D'ir.- W~ L. Barnes-.· 
A.. So I vrnnt- ba:cft into tiie ca:r ancf sat clown: 
Q. If has· been· testified tliat lifr. Cone· ,,ms- tairen to 
Petersburg in an ambufance-;· wlifcfr got to Petersburg. first,. 
you or the ambulance°? 
A .. I believe that about the time- I got into tlie nospitaI 
he was abo-µt ready to enter the emergency roo11l'; as· I reeall. 
I don't remember exactly, ,vhether he was· in the"--There-
were so many in· t.Iie· emergency room-there were· three 
oT fimr in trrere. 
Q-.. Did yow rend1er any- medi-caI treatment in·. tlle· emergency 
:room°l 
A. None of any material valu·e'. Tl1e· main thing: wa·s- I 
wantedi fo get nfm fo1elr into· a· :room: and clean him 1rp m1d 
get to work on him~ 
Q~ E:xplafo., fo t1,e· jm.-y wfott you1 did to liinr, Doctor,, 'tihat 
night-I mearr yom· trea:tment of Mr: Cone. 
page ~2 f- "\V-eH,, when fre Iiad The-en returned baclt to- his; 
Ji>edi, of" cm.1urse· hhr cfotl\ing ·was- removed. I beli'evc-
tlfat was- given· ~o his· wife·; aTld af'te1·" flhrt was done· of 
course-, there wns a: c<'>nsidm-a:6fe- am~unt of mopping· of 
blood. He was bleeding from-I believe, the· left ear rather 
profusely and of course he had bled all the way afong to 
the hospital and i-t fooirnd! awfuF; but afteir aU· the smoke nad! 
cleared away.,. so to speak, ft fulimecf out to, lSe· I1e :waS' bleedling-
mode-rately from the left ear and his nose and aFsu I op:en.ecI 
his mouth and he Ii.ad' bl'ooo irr l\i$· finrgs-, wlHeh was naiu:rra:L 
ey... Could you say wbe1:ber· 01'" mot Urret was· a· result of 
tFt·rs accidteint in Shu1h· I£1Pl' 
A .. I don't think anybody nit him on the- wny- to: Peters:... 
burg. 
Q. Vfha'1J . "rere,· the phiysrea;I resufts of ms injin,fes T 
A~ I>O" yoll' mean f'0or me to give· tlie cli11ieaI progress- of 
tlle case? Is that! wf1at you mean¥' 
Q~ ·what injuries did hiew fi.ave· ~s: a resuft oif the blow re:.. 
eeived Toy t:¥11e I>us a,t Shut1:r HillT 
A. Well, tliere w .. as- a definite- concussfon of the brain. andl 
thexre- was; hem.oTrfrage. from the left ear· mid the· nose which 
I attribut'ed w".as due· to p1·0flftbfo fraeture. of the left late·raI 
waJTs· and interior wmlls of tlie skuIL 
In addition to that, I found ahrnsionS' and hruise-s:· on his 
. right thy and right leg jus;t l~el'ow the lrnee·. 
'F1\af a:hout eonelud1es it. 
page 43 ~ I believe I mentioned that be was semi con-
scious;_ and that rs about all .. 
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Q. How long did he stay in the hospital 1 
A. ·wen, I presume-That night I spent testing on his 
blood pressure to see if he needed a transfusion. I didn't 
know whether he was hurt internally or not. . 
.A.lso, as a matter of fact, I spent the next forty eight hours 
checking on that-every two hours testing his blood pressure. 
That means that every two hours, his blood pressure was 
tested. 
In addition to that about two or three red blood cells or 
hemoglobin counts were made. . 
It seems to me ·we did this· for three or four days; and I 
did not puncture the spine because I used concentrated 
· glucose, which is a more modern treatment. 
Bleeding from the nose and ears is almost conclusive evi-
dence of fracture of the base of the skull ; and on lea viug· 
he was given a sulfanilamide spray and-
Do you want all that information t 
Q. Uo ahead. 
A. Once a day and was irrigated once a clay in the left 
ear was looked at. 
Q. Did you know his condition prior to this accident! 
A. What"/ 
Q. Were you familiar or associated with Mr. Cone prior 
to this incident 1 · 
. page 44 ~ A. I have known Mr. Cone for-ever since Jan-
uary ·1-or approximately January 1, 1944. · 
Q. Have you associated with him since that time? 
A. Off and on-ever since. 
Q. Had you known anything about his physical condition 
or anything that would be the result of this injury since 
this thing happened to him? 
A. Yes. I have heard him complain. 
Q. Of what? 
A. Comnla.in of headaches. 
By the Court: Q. Since you are a doctor, have you treated 
him? 
A. ,Vhat? . 
Q. Are you treating him for something he has suffered 
for? 
A. I have tested his ears in more rece11t montlis. 
C). 1'Th!-lt. h~ve vou oh::er,red in ll'l""fl l"'P"ll11t n,rvnth~? 
A. Well, I discharged llis case hack in April-I mean 
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April or May, or somewhere along in there, for good. I had 
no more to do with it. 
By Mr. ·wyatt: 
Q. Do you think that this is the reasonable cause for the 
result of the ear or nose injury? 
A. Sir? 
In your opinion, w·ould these injuries. received 
page 45 ~ by 1\fr. Cone, at that time, be reasonable cause 
. · for the clmnage to his hearing to his ear or sense 
of smPll to his no~c ·1 
A. That i~ in the future, sir? 
Q. Yes. sir. , 
A. "r ell. if you so desi1·e. I can give you my opinion about 
that, in the p1·esen<~e 0f Mr. Cone. 
Q. TJ1qt was the mwstion, sir; unless the Court objects. 
A. "r ell, I have ohservecl numerous cases of head injury 
that develop the taste or food zone, and some time they de-
velop ·psychosis. 
By Mr. Bremner: Now, if your Honor please, we object. 
By tbe Court : 
Q. ,,r ell, now, ,vhat were the obviouR re~ults of your fost-
ltow it R:ffected his he:1 ring: or smell? 
A. "\Vell, if his smell hasn't returned yet, I don't think that 
his smell will ever return; and I don't think ihat his hearing 
will ever return. 
Q. 1Vas that ac>tunlly what you could see? 
A. Yes. sir. I think so. I think that it injured the interior 
scute of this side in so doing. It injured his smelling nerve, 
in other words; an<l it also injured the auditory nerves; ahd 
I believe that is·· whv he .can't hear, and I believe that is whv 
he has lost his smell. ., 
Of course now, I .am not qualifying· to say this as 
page 46 ~ an ear. nose and throat specialist. 
Q. You are just a general practitioner f 
·A. Yes. 
By Mr. "\Vyatt: 
Q. You testified about bleeding conditions in which you 
said it was almost conclusive evidence of a basal fracture 
of the skull. Now, in connection with this case of Mr. Cone's, 
what would be, if any, the probable future trouble, reason-
ably to be expected, from this concussion to the brain tissue? 
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A. That is the question I tried to auswer a while ago. 
I have known cases, personally and have read of them-of 
1eascs developing a definite psychosis and headaches and 
dizziness that would incapacitate a man for life; and I have 
seen many one of them- · 
By Mr.. Bremner: If your Honor, please, we object to 
other cases. 
By the Court: ,v e are just trying this case; -w·c are not 
interested in the others, but if this is a probable result we can 
take that. 
In your experience, that is a probable result is it 1 
A. Yes. I don't know in, his case. I can't tell. .A.11 I can 
:say is that it can result. 
By Mr. Bremner: "\Ve would like for the jury to disregard 
those other statements. 
page 47 } By the Court: The jury will understand that. 
The witness made that discovery. 
By Mr. Wyatt: 
Q. ·what does concussion mean 1 
A. ,vhat does concussion mean? 
·Q. Yes. 
A. It is a molecular-I don't think anybody particularly 
knows that answer, sir; but the best I can understand, from 
the text books, it is a molecular dearrangement of the mole-
cules of the brain. 
Q. A clea.rrangement of the molecules of the brain f 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. You testified about ,bleeding following the accident, 
would vomiting be a normal result f 
A. Very often, vomiting follows head injury. Yes, sir. 
Q. You had a blood count taken for a period of forty 
eight hours to determine whether or not, during that period 
he would need a transfusion 1 
A. Yes, sir. There were two or three blood counts made 
within forty eight to-hours; or something of that order. 
Q. When did you last leave your residence in the practice 
of medicine? 
A. "Tell, I think that has been something like--;-"\Vell, to tell 
you the truth, I haven't really been back to my 
page 48 ~ office to do any real work since around the first 
part of 1947. 
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Q. During the period of 1844 to 1947 were you engaged irn 
active· practice? 
A. I didn't understand. 
The Court : He stated that.. 
CHARLOTTE FLETCHER CONE" 
a witness on behalf of the plaintiff, after first being dul~;-
sworn, testified as follows: 
DIRECT EXAMINATION~ 
By Mr. Hodges: 
Q. State your name°! 
A. Charlotte Fletcher Cone. 
Q. Are you the wife of the plaintiff, Mr. Armon F. Cone I' 
A. That is rig·h t. 
Q. Are you a nursef 
A. Well, I took a nursing course. I ;fust lacked a fm'\; 
months of graduating. · 
Q. You took a nurses' course, but did not graduate I · 
A. Yes. That is right. 
Q. Have yon had actual practice as a nurse 'l 
A. I am not a registered nurse. 
Q. Do you do practical nursing t 
A~ Not to get paid, but I can give a Irypodermfo. 
Q. Where did you take your nurse's course'r 
page-49 ~ A. The· university hospital in Brritimore. 
Q. Connected with the University of :Maryland r 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. "\\T ere you along with Dr. and Mrs. Barne·s and your 
husband the day that this a:cmident happened, that we are 
investigating f 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. It is in the evidence here, that you people, in tlle cai:-
Imd been to a football game· and had had some highballs.. Is 
that true! 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Where was that gotten r 
A. In South Hill-South Hill, Virginia. 
Q. And then you continued to the ball game t 
A. That is. right. 
Q. Did you drink any of itt 
A. Yes. 
Q. All four of you i 
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A. That is rig·ht. 
Q. vVas anyone in the party intoxicated f 
A. I wouldn't say so. 
Q. ·what time did you leave the lmll game, Mrs. Cone? 
A. About five o'clock. 
Q. ·where did you then go 1 
A. ·we drove to Oxford; ·and stopped to get some gas. 
Q. ,vho was driving then°? 
page 50 ~ A. Mrs. Barnes. 
Q. I believe it was Dr. Barnes' automobile, was 
it not1 
A. That is right. 
Q. ,¥hen you left Oxford, who drove the car! 
A. My husband. 
Q. Did you stop again? 
A. ,v e stopped in Henderson, to eat our dinner. 
Q. Do you recall where you ate your dinuerf 
A. It was a place on the other side of- the railroad 011 the 
right called the ,vhite House, I think. · 
Q. Do you recall the dinner you had 'f ·what did you have 
for dinner t 
A. ,v e had a beer with our dinner, it was a sea food dinner. 
Q. Mrs. Cone, do you know what time you stopped 1 
A. I remember it was eight or eight-thirty-we got the 
dinner and ate it. I don't know ·what time we left. It was 
just time enough to eat our dinner and leave there. 
Q. And then you drove on to South HilH 
A. That· is right. 
Q. Had you been to South Hill before 1 
A.. No. I had never been there before. 
Q. You had never been there before f 
A. I had not. 
Q. Mrs. Cone, do you recall parking your automobile on 
South Hill A. venue, after you .got to South Hill 1 
A. Yes. 
page 51 ~ Q. ·where were you riding I 
A. I was in the front seat, with my husband. 
Q. ,~ras Mr. Cone driving! 
A.. That is right. 
Q. ,vhich way was your car headed? 
A. I am not sure about the directions. Ile was parked in 
that space facing the other street. 
Q. You were facing Danville Street? 
A. That is right. The main street I think it is. 
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Q. Did you observe your husband, when he got out of that 
automobile 1 
A. Yes. 
Q. ·where were yon sitting1 
A. By him. 
Q. \Vere you in the act of getting out, yourself? 
A. \V ell, I said I would wait for Mrs. Barnes. I said I 
would wait for her. She was waiting for Dr. Barnes. 
Q. Tell exactly what happened, Mrs. Conef 
A. "\Vell, as I said, I told her I would wait for her-I told 
my husband, I said ''I will wait for Mrs. Barnes" and he 
said "V\7 ell, I will nm on." 
So he got out, closed the door and I turned around to Mrs. 
Barnes to say ''Are you ready?'' and I heard the crash ; it 
sounded like glass; so naturally I turned around and sa-w 
this object right through that little window that opens in the 
car; and when I looked out-
page 52 ~ As a matter of fact, it was so fast when I heard 
the crash I looked a.nd saw my husband-a man 
flying through the air-I didn't know who it was; and then 
I realized it was my husband. 
I said "Oh, my God! It is Armon." and I opened the 
door and got out. 
Q. Did the bµs stop there 1 
A. Yes. 
Q. How far was the bus from the car door, he had just 
stepped out 1 
A. ·wen, I didn't pay any attention to it when I first got 
out, but I sa,v the smashed head light through that little side 
window-I don't know what-through that side window that 
opens up-it was that far up with the car. 
Q. In other words, the front of the bus was past your car? 
A. Yes. 
Q. When you got out, what. did you find i . 
A. My husband was lying on the gTound and I thought he 
was dead. 
Q. Did anyone come up about that time 1 
A. Beg your pardon. 
Q. Did anyone come up about that time? 
A. A crowd had gathered in no time; it seemed. 
Q. Well, where was your husband lying, with relation to 
the bus1 
A. "\Yell, it took me two or three steps to get to 
page 53 ~ him. I would say about three or four feet. 
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Q. ·which way do you mean i 
51 
A. I had to go that way nnd c11t through. He ·was back 
tliat way. 
Q. He tras knocked forward! 
A. That is right; and I turned to my' left and went over 
to him. 
Q. It was to your left toward the back end of your cart 
A. That way. 
Q. How much space was there lmtween where the bus 
stopped and your car door! 
A. There wasn't very much. There wasn't enough to get 
past-to carry him pass. They had to take him around to 
the ambulance. They had to go around the other way. There 
-was not enough space to take the stretcher through. 
Q. Could you measure, with your hands about the distance 1 
A . .About like that. 
Q. You mean between the bus-
.A. Bus and our car. 
Q. vVhat would you say that is? 
A. That is the door part of the car. 
Q. Between the door and the side of the bus. 
A. Yes. 
Q. ·what would you say that distance is f 
A. I would say three feet. 
}Jage 54 } Q. Now, after you got out what. did you see 1 
A. I got out and looked at him and started to 
~ry, because I thought he was dead; and I saw the blood 
nmning out of his ears, nose and mouth ; I knew immediately, 
]1e had a fractured skull. 
Q. VVhat did Mr. Cone do f 
A. ·well, he tried to lift his head up once. 
Q. Did he succeed Y 
A. He did not. He had a glassy eye look. I tried to pnt 
him do-wn. 
In fact, I did. put him down because I knew· that in case of 
accidents, the injured person must ·not be moved, until the 
doctor finds out exactly what is wrong; and when I saw 
that he was alive, I didn't want to do anything that would 
harm him any further. In other words, I wanted to do 
everything I could to keep him alive. 
Q. Did you do anything else f 
A. vVell, when he tried to lift his head; then he vomited .. 
Q. Did he know what he ,vas doing1 
.A. No. He clidn 't know ,\"hat he was doing. 
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Q. Did you se·e· the· bus clrive-rr 
A. I saw him after he got out of the nus. 
Q. "\VImt did you say to him r • 
A. vVeII I cried and asirnd him wf1y ne nit my husband! 
and I1e sai<I "I am son-y1 lady, I didn't see'. your hus-
band. 'r 
page 55 r Q. Do you remember who he was r 
A. I don't know his name-.. 
Q. But· he- wa:s the bus driver!' 
A. Yef;. 
Q. Did you see tl1e· accidcntr 
A. No, I was turning around to spear( to l\frs-. Brrrne·s·. 
Q'. At the· time tlurt this accident happened, was tile front 
door of the left hand side- of the- automobile, O})e-Il or shut? 
A. lfo clos-ecl it when I1e got out-well evcryoody closes 
the door when they get out of a ear so it won't get hit. 
By Mr .. Hodges :- T11a t is all. 
By Mr~ Bremner: No questions·. 
ERNEST II. JOl\TES' 
an adverse' witness after first being. duly sworn testified as: 
follows:. 
By l\Ir. Hodges~ 
Q.~. Do you know Armon F. Cone-, tr-re plaintiff, irI this: easer 
A. Yes. 
Q·. "\Vas the bus· that struck him operated IJy you arrd owned~ 
by S. M .. Reruns and J. Herbert Yancey, partuers trading. as 
Reams Bus Linc 1 
A- Yes·, sir. 
By Mr .. Bremn:eT ~ "\Ve' will admit that:: 
By the Court: It will save time. 
page-56 ~ By Mr. Hutcheson:: 
If your Honor please, w1} move· tlie' Court to> 
strike· the- plaintiff "s evidence and enter up a verdict for th~ 
defendant. 
The testimony in this case is this·,, so far a:s- I construe· it : 
The bus. driver's testimony is that he didn't see Mr. Cone! 
at all. They didn't see the· bus. Mr .. Cone· didn't see it ancli 
none of the passengers in the c;ar saw the bus. 
They are the stated facts up "to now.. Under the law·-the: 
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,vidth of the sidew·alk and the length of the car-I believe 
he said eighteen feet, or eight feet; I have forgotten which-
. he said eight feet; and then the Cone ear was parked in 
behind this other car. 
They were not at the intersection; therefore, under the 
law, the bus driver had the right of way. 
If the bus driver had the right of way, then iti w·as Mr. 
Cone's duty not to come out into that street until he could 
see that he could pass safely. 
So under the statute, np to this time, we think the Court 
should set aside the evidence. If a decision is rendered on 
this evidence, unless they get something from the defendant's 
evidence; certainly the Court w'ill set aside the verdict; and 
if the Court will set aside the evidence at this time, they 
couldn't force us i~1to prolonging this case. 
page 57 ~ If now, we get a jury and admit all our negli-
gence, and admit everything in their notice of 
motion for judgment, concede it; which they haven't shown. 
They cut the corner, which they haven't shown; the wrong 
side of the street, which perhaps they have shown; that is 
the only one they have shown. 
Admit everything; even by his own eviclence, he is guilty of 
contributory negligence; and have shown no negligence on 
our part. 
If \Ye get a jury's verdict against us now, the Court 
wouldn't hesitate to set it aside. If that position is right, 
we shouldn't be required to proceed further with the evi-
dence. 
,v e think that the Court should strike the evidence and 
direct a verdict for the defendant. 
By the Court: I think, Mr. Hutcheson, it should be sub-
mitted to the jury. They have heard the plaintiff's side of 
· the case; and they will have to determine the negligence. 
I overrule vour motion. 
Did you wcint to add anything to that for tl1e purpose of the 
record, Mr. Bremner 1 
By Mr. Bremner: No, sir. Like Mr. Hutcheson said; "~e 
can clearly prove contributory negligence. 
By the Court: I am going to overrule your motion. 
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a witness on ·behalf of the defendant, after first 
being duly sworn, testifie<l as follows: 
DIRECT EXAMINATION. 
By l\1:r. Hutcheson: 
Q. Mr. Jones, where do you live Y 
A. Clarksville, Virginia. 
Q. You are the operator of the bus in this accident? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. "7hich way were you going, Mr. Jones; were you going 
from north headed to Danville, or were you headed from south 
going to Norfolk f 
A. I was coming from up north going to Danville, and on 
that street there in South Hill I made a right hand turn on 
Danville Avenue; I believe that is what that is, coming south 
and cnme on up in front of the bank~ over or the right hand 
side of the street to make the left turn between the bank and 
the Lincoln Hotel and just as I ,vas making the turn there I 
came around making a left turn and as I got in an angle 
around the curve-around the corner there-a man stepped 
out in front of the bus-just as the lig·hts came on him, I hit 
him. I don't know what it was-who it was, I mean. All I 
knew was that I done hit him. 
I slammed on the brakes and just knocked him out in the 
street. 
Q. "\Vhat damage was done to tl1e bus; can you· 
page 59 ~ tell from the damage, just where he hit the bus f 
A. ·well; I got out of the bus as quick as I c9uld 
and walked over to him and he was laying there in the street 
and I spoke to him and all he done was grunted and kind of 
turned over on his left side and then I looked back at the bus 
and walked up to it and the left head light was broken, just the 
glass. 
Q. About w'l1ere would that left head light hit his body-to 
his shoulder-to his waist or to his knee, or where would you 
say! 
· A. I would say, not above his ltip. Somewhere near his hip; 
maybe just below it. 
Q. The testimony is that his serious injury was on the left 
side; that is right isn't it! 
A. And he turned over on-
Q. On his face-I thought you said it was on the left side 
of his face-his left side? · 
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A. Yes. 
Q. His left side didn't come in contact with that bus, did it 1 
A. No, sir. 
Q. In making that turn in there, did you go as fai· over to 
yOllr right as you could in making the turn¥ 
A. Yes, sir. I went as far to the right as I could in making 
the turn and when the bus began to come around 
page 60 } like that it began to leave those cars that were on 
the right. It left-I would say the front of the bus 
was not more than two or two and one-half foot from the 
lJack of those cars that ·were parked 011 the right. 
Q. On your right f 
A. Yes. On my right; in front-right beside the Lincoln 
Hotel; as I come around like that. 
Q. ,vas that buse's lights, brakes and steering gear in 
proper condition f 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. How about the fenders on that bus-Did the bus have 
any fenders? 
A. No. No fenders whatsoever. 
Q. ,,ras that bus the same or different from the Greyhound 
bust 
A. It was built on practically the same type as the Grey-
hound. They don't have any fenders on them. 
Q. Don't have any fenders! 
A. No, sir. 
CROSS :m.x;AMINATION. 
By Mr.· Hodges: 
Q. Diel you tell this lady that you didn't see her husband? 
A. Yes. I told her that I didn't see him until he was right 
against the bus. 
page 61 ~ Q. Did you tell her that you didn't see him at 
all? 
A. No, sir. 
Q. You say that you told her that you didn't see him until 
he was against the bus 1 How many times a day do you drive 
that street f 
A. I drive that same street, or did at that time, six times 
a day. 
Q. You knew that it was a practice for people to cross 
back and forth across there, didn't you f 
A. Sure. 
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Q. You knew tllat it ·was- customary far peopfo to cross: 
from the back of the Ambassador Restaurant across to the· 
side of the- Lincoln Hotel r 
A. Not from the bac.k end of the' restaurant~ No, sir. 
Q'. I mean from tlle Citizens Bank across. to the- side· there! 
A. (no answer.) 
Q. Didn't ):ou know that there was right nmch pedestrian 
traffic in the street back and forth across there··~ 
A. Along where the sidewalk is supposed to be,. Yes, sir_ 
Q. And across the street toot 
A. Ve-ry s·eidom. 
Q. This was on Saturday night, wasn't it. 
A. How long is the hns T 
Q. About twenty eight foot six inches, I think. 
A. T1mt is overall outside mcasm·ement-
page- 62 f Q. It Ims four wheels I 
A. Six. 
Q·. Six wheels:. t 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q·. Dual wheels behind r 
A. Yes. 
Q. And single wheels in front r 
A. Yes·, sir. 
Q. Did you mean to say that the TJody of the bus including 
the front is built on straight lines from front to the rear 
,vithout fenders in front 1l 
A.. That is b·ue-. 
Q·. Twenty eight feet SL"{ irrcllCIB·! 
A. I wouldn't say exactly, because I Ila ve- never measrrred: 
it. 
Q. Do you menn to say that you didn't cut that corner at 
the Citizens; Bank Building right straight across the street 
to your le.ft when you came clown it 0l 
A. I mean to say I did not cut straight across the corner_ 
Qr How far was the- gentleman from th~this line'. here·!· 
How far was it down that street that you hit him R 
How far was it from that corned 
A.. You mean down this street f 
Q. Yes. Down the street that you were· turning in! HoK 
far was he from the corner Y 
A. I would. say he was about twenty eight or thirty 
feet. 
page 63 ~ Q. About the length of yam· bus l 
A .. Yes, sir~ 
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Q. I will ask you if this is approximately correct as a 
scene of that location there 'f 
By the Court: The other map is drawn to scale. 
By Mr. Hodges: I know, but I have some notes drawn on · 
mine. · 
By the Court: Make it on the other one. 
By Mr. Hodges: All rigl1t. 
By Mr. Hodges: 
Q. Mr. Jones, I will ask you-This is just guess work as 
to the center-if the center of this street right here together 
with the center of the street going right up there-Do you 
mean to tell the jury that you drove your bus around that 
center as far as you could. 
A. No, sir, not-Yes, as far as I could. 
Q. As far around to the right as you could there¥ 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. All right, sir; that street is forty five feet wide. Yon 
had twenty-seven and a half feet from there until you arrived 
at the line of this street. Now· if you went around _to your 
right, why wasn't your light shining directly down 
page 64 ~ that street when yon drove down it i You had 
fifty eight or sixty feet, from this corner. Why 
wouldn't you turn a twenty eight foot bus in a distance of 
sixty feet to shine your light down that street, if you were 
on your right side? 
A. You can't drive any bus as mueh as twenty eight or 
thirty foot long around up here and not cross a center line 
in that part right here. 
Q. You can drive the front of your bus around there? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. vVell, if you had driven the. front of your bus around 
there, even though the rear end had crm,sccl the left coming. 
around that intersection, you had sixty feet to straighten out 
your bus before you hit that man-a hventy-eight foot bus-
.Why didn't you do that 1 vVhy <li<ln 't tlie light shine on him¥ 
You went around here and you had sixty feet from the center 
of the intersection here to where you hit him. Couldn't you: 
straighten out a twenty eight foot bus in sixty feet, to show 
your lights down that street f 
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A. Maybe, from here. 
Q. ·wheref 
A. If the rear end-rear end had come up to that you 
mig·ht have straig·htened it out. 
Q. What accounts for the fact that Mr. Cook testified, in 
his evidence, which you heard, that the rear end of your bus 
was sitting right here at the corner of that street? 
page 65 ~ By Mr. Bremner: Now, if your Honor please, we 
objeet to that. It is not proper-
By Mr. Hodges: ·well, was that correct? 
By the Court: Let's see what he lmows. 
By Mr. Hodges: 
Q. v\T as the corner of your bus sitting there? 
A. No, sir. 
Q. If it had been sitting right here at the corner of this 
street, then you hadn't gone around to the right as far ·as 
you could lmve gone-if that be true? 
A. It wasn't on the corner. 
Q. Now, Mr. Jones, did you see those cars parked there? 
A. I saw the car that Mr. Cone was headed-that they 
say Mr. Cone got out of. 
Q. You saw it sitting there? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. vVas the door open or shut when you .saw it? 
A. I wouldn't say. 
Q. Didn't you make the statement that you didn't see this 
man for the reason that you ·were looking into the Lincoln 
Hotel at the time that this thing happened t 
A. No, sir. 
page 66 t Q. w· eren 't you looking toward the Lincoln 
Hotel! 
A. No, sir. 
By l\fr. Bremner: Now, if your Honor, please, Mr. Hodges 
has asked him if he made the statement. I think the question 
should state the time and place and the person to whom that 
alleged statement was made. 
It isn't fair to ask the witness the general question; didn't 
you make a statement. 
By the Court: Let the Senator lay his foundation. 
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By :Mr. Hodges: 
Q. Didn't you state to Officer Smithson, after the accident, 
that you were looking toward the Lincoln Hotel and didn't 
see this man because you were looking over theref 
A. No, sir. 
Q. You didn't make that statemenU 
A. No, sir. 
Q. ·which side did you hit Mr. Cone on Y 
A. I hit him on the left side-Pardon me, the right. 
Q. You hit him on the right side? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Is that what bruised his right thigh 1 
A. Yes. 
Q. ,vnich way did he gof 
page 67 } A. ·which way did he go? 
Q. Yes. 
A. He fell forward. 
Q. How far did he fall forward¥ 
A. I would say three or four feet. 
Q. And fell with his head going toward the Lincoln Hotel, 
:at an anglet 
A. Yes. 
Q. Your bus stopped where it hit him f 
A. J\,[y bus stopped before it rolled up to where it hit him. 
Q. He did fall heading toward .the Lincoln Hotel and fur-
ther south from the front of your bus 1 
A. He fell towards the hotel and off to the south. 
Q. You stopped about two or three feet before you got 
up to his body l 
A. I stopped, I would say, about three or four feet before 
I got up to his body. 
Q. At that time, Mr. Cone was suffering. from a fracture 
:and w·as bleeding¥ 
A. ,vhen I stepped out of the bus and went to him he was 
kind of reaching- his legs and I spoke to him nud caught hoU 
to him and asked him if he was hurt and ]1e just grunted 
and turned over and didn't move. 
Q. Did you see any signs of injury about his body? 
A. All I sa-w was blood running out on his face. 
page 68 ~ Q. \Vhere was it running from? 
A. I couldn't tell wl1ere it was running from. 
Q. You could have pulled the rear end of your bus over 
next to the corner of the Citizens Bank Building f 
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By :M:r. Brenmer: Now, i£ yom· Honor please, tfiat is not-
·wit'ness·: No, sir. 
By Mr. Bremner: That is not right-
By Mr. Hodges: 
Q. "\Vell "~here ",.as the rear end of your bus when yon: 
stoppedf 
A. I would say it was setting. right where the- sidewalk 
should be going up tb::}.t street. 
Q. ·wen, where was it with relation to the sidewalk ancl 
Danville Streett I-low far was the rear end· of your bus from: 
the- corner of the sidewalk in front of the Citizens Bank at. 
the intersection of South Hill Averme and Danville Street 1 
A. I wouldn't say. I didn't measure it. 
Q·. "\Vhat is the width of your bus 1 
· A. Seven foot. 
By l\Ir. Hodges: That is alT. 
By Mr. Bremner: That is all, Mr .. Jones--
F. D. HARRIS 
page 69 ~ a ·witness on belialf of the, defendant, after first 
being_ d1i1.ly sworn, testified as follows :. 
By· Mr. Hu tcI1eson: 
Q. You arc F. D .. Ha:rrisr 
A. Y e'S,. sir .. 
Q. You are a. patrolman:, are~ you not 6l 
A .. That is- correct .. 
Q~. This is your territory! 
A. Yes, sir; Mecldenburg· County .. 
Q. It was your territory at the· time of thls: accident-Nov-
ember, 1946-was it non 
A. Beg your pardon. 
Q. In November 1946. yorr were orr dufy·f 
A. Yes,. sir.. That is- corroot. 
Q. "'V\T ere you in South Hill the night that this accident 
happened! 
A. Yes, sir. I was. · 
Q.. vYher.e were· you t 
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A. I was down about a half block-between the Ambassa-
dor Restaurant and the Glass House Restaurant. 
Q. You were on No. 1 Highway, which is called Danville 
Street, in the town of South Hill? 
A. That is correct; yes, sir. 
Q. Did you go to the scene "I 
page 70 r A. I did. 
Q. Did you notice the bus, when it passed you? 
A. I don't recall. I probably did. I didn't pay any atten-. 
tion to it, if I did, when it passed. · 
Q. Did you help pick Mr. Cone up-
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. -and put him on a stretcher and put him in the am-
bulance? · 
A. Yes, sir. I did. · 
Q ... Where did they park the ambulance-do you know? 
A. They backed the arribnlance in between the back end 
of the bus and the Lincoln Hotel. 
Q. "\Vhich side did they bring Mr. Cone by the bus ; the 
right side, or the left side f 
A. On the right hand side of the bus. 
Q. Do you have any recollection of the passage between 
that and the other cars to indicate to you bow close the cars 
were parked on the other side of the street. 
A. As well as I remember; I haven't got any notes, it was 
very close and w·e had quite a time getting between the cars 
parked at the side. of the hotel and the front end of the bus, 
getting back to the ambula:µce. 
CROSS EXAMINATIO~. 
By Mr. Hodges: 
page 71 ~ Q. Mr. Harris, you saw the position of the bus? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. You know that intersection '1 
A. I do, yes, sir. 
Q. "There did you find the rear end of that bus setting? 
A. I didn't take any measurements, as I said before, I 
haven't got any notes. I don't know exactly where the rear 
end of the bus was setting. I couldn't tell you in feet. ·· 
Q. "\\T as the back of the bus near the center of the street? 
A. I would say it was near the c!lnter. It was room enough 
to back the ambulance up in between the back end of the bus 
and the hotel. 
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. Q. Where was the hack of the ambulance-between the 
llack end of the lms and the Lincoln Hotel? 
· A. That is correct. 
Q. They backed it in there to put this gentleman on? 
A. They didn't back it all the way up the complete length 
of the bus, just to the back of the bus. 
Q. Now you brought him out on that side because there 
was plenty of room to back an ambulance in over on that 
side-to the right-where the bus would have been if it had 
been on its right side isn't it f . 
A. We brougllt him to the right of the bus-the front end of 
the bus was-we had a slow time to get him through between the 
front end of the bus and the cars parked. 
page 72 ~ Q. Now, could you get him by on the left hand 
side of the bus....:....between the bus and the cars 
parked over on the Citizens Bank side f 
A. I couldn't tell you; because I don't remember. 
Q. You don't know whether there were three feet or no 
feet at all on that side? 
A. I didn't measure it. 
Q. ,,r as the bus straight up and down Danville Street, or 
was it at an angle 'l 
A. I believe it was at a slight angle. 
By Mr. Hodges: That is all. 
RE-DIRECT EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Hutcheson: 
Q. Mr. Harris, when you turn that street opposite No. 1 
Highway going down South Hill Avenue next to the hotel 
is it marked off with parking spaces¥ 
A. That is correct, yes sir. 
Q. How far down-Is there any space between No. 1 High-
way on South Hill Avenue that is marked off with no park-
ing? . 
A. There is; on the side of the hotel, yes, sir. 
Q. With reference to that marked off space, w·here was 
that ambulance parked-,\Tas it parked in that marked off 
.space? · 
A. The a m b u I a n c c was-That space was used in 
between-I consider that in between the hotel and 
page 73 ~ the bus that they backed the ambulance m on 
that side. 
B. liI. :Remus ana J. R. Yancey, ·etc., v. A. F. 'Conn '53 , 
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Q. Have you got any idea how many buses go in and out 
~f there a dayt · 
A. No, sir. I haven't. I would estimate at least fifty .. 
B. L. SMITHSON 
::a witness on behalf of the def end ant, after .first belng duly 
-sworn, testified as follows : 
DIRECT EXAMINATION. 
By :Mr. Hutcheson: 
Q. Mr. Smithson, you are Chief of Police of South Hill, 
:are you not? 
A. Yes, sir .. 
Q. How long have you been there Y 
A. I have been working in South Hill about fifteen years. 
Q. ·where were you at the time of this bus accident 1 
A. About seventy five feet, I imagine, from the street 
rcrossing there. In otl1er words, I was down below the bank. 
Q. Now this is Danville Street and this is South Hill 
Avenue; can you point out to the jury, about where you were 
standing? 
A. I don't know-I don't know just what his scale is on 
this map, but anyway, standing rigl1t along in here some-
where. 
Q. Did you see this bus turn into South Ifill A venue? 
A. Yes, sir. 
})age 7 4 } Q. vVl1a t would you judge its speed was, when 
it made the turn¥ 
A. Not over four miles an hour I imagine. 
Q. You didn't see the accident-you didn't see the lick? 
A. No, sir. 
1Q. Did the bus stop f 
A. I could see the back end of the bus, when I was-"\Vhen 
the bus stopped the back end was out here. 
Q. You went around there immediately, I suppose j 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. vVhat did you find, when you got there? 
A. Mr. Cone was lying in front of the bus just a step. 
I can ref er to the notes I made on that night and tell you~ 
Mr.-1 imagine this is the sidewalk line right along here, 
Mr. Cone's body was twenty seven feet down South Hill Av,e .. 
nue and twenty one feet from the left hand curb. 
Q. That is the curb on the east side? 
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A.. On the east side over there next to the f>arrk .. 
Q. Dr. Barnes testified that yon made him get back iru 
the car. ·wm you ten the jury to the best you can recollect,, 
that instance there? 
A. Yes, sir.. ·when I got to :Mr. Cone, I didn't know, of 
conrs·e wliat was the matter with him, I could see he was·. 
badiy·J1urt-tne blood was running out of his ear .. 
Dr. Ba:rnes wanted to move him and I thought he- was in no· 
shape to move him and I m.ade him get back in the· 
page· 75 ~ car. Two ladies, I think, who were with him took 
I1im and carried him back to the car. 
Q. ,vhat do you mean by no shape to move- hlm:t 
By Mr. Hodges-: If your Honor, please, now;- we are going: 
fo object to this witness testifying to anything the: ladies or 
Dr. Barnes said. It has nothing in the world to do with it~ 
It is the accident and what caused i:t. 
By :M:r. I-:IutcI1eson: If your Honor please= The Chief of 
Police oi South Hill wouldn't let the man be attended by ru 
doctor. 
"Te want fo e..."Cplain it to the ;fury. 
By the Court: "\V c had better let the jury retire. 
By l\Ir. HutcI1eson: That came into the evidence- and tliey 
brougllt it in. \Ve want to tell them what it is. 
By tl1e Court : You had better let the· jury retire. 
{The, jury retires: to their room.) 
·wrtness: He w·as· sfaggerirrg when he- walked, and faIIing 
over this man's body. He had every appearance of a drunk 
person and be wasn't in any shape to move a mmr. I lrnew 
he ought not to move him. 
By the Court: How about him just being there r 
page- 76' f- ·witness: ,v ell, he staggered when he walked 
and he was falling around over this man's- body~ 
By Mr. Hodges: If your Honor please; I submit that this·. 
evidence is not relevant. Dr. Banies made no charge what-
ever against this officer. The- only thing he said was that 
the officer told him to get back in his car and he got hack. 
That is all he said and I submit to tha:L He made no· 
charge of any kind. Dr. Barnes' evidence on the qnestioI11 
:has no value and the only and sole purpose is that on cross 
examination they may try to impeach him. 
His veracity is uot questioned and the sole purpose is to 
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prejudice the jury against him and we object to that evi-
dence. being admitted. 
By Mr. Bremner: If your Honor please, this evidence was 
brought in by Senator Hodges. He stated in his opening 
statement to the jury that there would be evidence of drink-
ing. He told them that right much drinking was done and he 
charged before the jury this morning that drinking would 
enter the case. He charged that Mr. Hutcheson and myself 
were going to bring that out. 1Ve have said nothing about 
it. 
Now the only contradictory evidence here is that they were 
all drinking and all drank ahout the same quantity 
page 77 ~ and we think it is very important. It shows that 
there is one in the car drinking, who had drunk 
much longer than the others and that they were drinking 
but that he was drunk. 
It isn't fair to charge us with bringing out licquor. Wo 
hadn't said anything about licquor. Senator Hodges is the 
one who said it; and we have a right to show the condition 
of that party. 
The evidence is that they drank the same quantity-I don't 
know that those were the words used, but that was the sense 
of it-that they drank on the way to the game-that they 
drank at the game and they drank beer. 
Now here is the Chief of Police who savs that this man 
was drunk and we think for that reason anil for the reasons 
stated by Mr. Hutcheson that we should be entitled to explain 
it to the jury. 
By the C~tirt: "\\·hat other evidence do you have, Mr. 
Brenmed- -.. no you· hhve any other witnesses? 
-By~. Bremner: No, sir. 
Ey Mr. Hodges:. l am bound by testimony showing drink-
ing, I am willing tc~ be bound hy that, but no further by 
prejudice of bringing out this malirc of something they have 
not laid a foundation for and it has no bearing 
page 78 ~ on this case. · 
"That could they l10pe to prove? The man said 
that he was asleep. They are trying to put before this jury 
that we are representing a drunk party-,-that one was drunk 
and that the whole crowd was drunk and we say it has no 
appropriate value and ask your Honor not to allow this evi-
dence. 
By Mr. Bremner: Your Honor, I have just one more word 
to say: ·we are put in this position-not a position that we 
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put ourselves in, hnt the attorneys for the plaintiff, put us 
m. 
We have put l\Ir. Smithson on the stand. You have heard 
him. 
Now, here is the doctor, who has practiced medicine in 
Petersburg for a number of years-supposed to be a repu-
table physician-and he has made the charge before this 
jury, that a police offfoer ,,~ouldn't permit him to look after 
the plaintiff, when he was injured. 
That is the direct slam and an attack on the witness. It 
isn't fair for that jury to get the impression that Mr. Smith-
son is so biased in the case, has so much interest in the case, 
for one reason or another, that he wouldn't permit a doctor 
to ,Yait on the injured. 
page 79 r It is bound to prejudice the jury ; and we have 
a right to show this jury why the witness told him 
to get back in the car. 
I can't think of anything worse that would prejudice the 
jury more than for a doctor-a reputable doctor to get on 
the stand-and state that a police officer made him go back 
to the car. The jury would say 'Oh, well; he is prejudice.' 
'He wouldn't even let the doctor ·wait on the man.' They , 
would put Mr. Smithson in that position-put us in that 
position. "\Ve didn't bring it up. They brought it up. They 
can't discredit Mr. Smithson in one breath and then back him 
up in the other. 
By the Court: ,Yhat the Senator was saying was that you 
ought to give the doctor au opportunity to deny or substan-
tuate tl10se statements. 
· By l\fr. Bremner: vV ell, your Honor, I think practically 
everybody iu Court knew why we didn't cross examine him. 
That would be plain to anybody, why we wouldn't· cross 
examine him. The record may not show· it but practically 
everybody in the Court room would know why we didn't 
cross examine him. 
page 80 r By the Court: Do you know whether he quali-
fied himself at that time f 
Witness: He said he was a doctor. 
By the Court : I think this, that under the circumstances, 
the Court wants to be fair to the plaintiff and of course fair 
to the defendant too. There has been right much injected 
into this case about drinking. I think it fair for it to go to 
the jury. 
By Mr. Hodge8: w· e want to except. 
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By the Court: Bring the jury hack. 
Bv Mr. Hutcheson: 
"Q. You asked Dr. Barnes to get hack ln the car-You said 
it was because you thought he ,vas not in any condition to 
attend tl1is injured man-\Vhat do you mean by he was not 
in any condition to attend this injured man? 
A. Dr. Barnes said to pick the man up and move him and 
I could see that he was very unsteady. He waddled when l1c 
walked and had every appearance of a drunk man and I 
thought it best to leave the hurt man there until we could · 
})ick him up and put him on a cot and carry him to the hos-
pital or doctor's office. 
page 81 } Q. Did Dr. Barnes advise you that he was a 
doctod 
A. Yes ; he said he was a doctor. 
Q. Did you help pick l\Ir. Cone up1 
A. Yes, sir. 1 
Q. "Which side of tlie bus did you bring him out on-Where 
was the ambulance parked? 
A. The ambulance was parked across right in front of the 
hotel door. 
Q. Is that a parking space there in front of the hotel 
door? 
A. Right in front of the hotel it is a corner entrance there 
to the hotel there is one parking space cut out down l)elow 
the sidewalk there because it obstructs the view in going 
around that corner too much and they backed the ambu-
lance right back down in there. 
Q. ·which side of the bus was this man brought out on? 
A. On the right hand side next to the hotel. 
Q. "\Vas he brought out on a stretcher? 
A. He was brought out on a cot that was in the ambu-
lance. 
Q. Do you know how wide that cot was? 
A. No, sir. I never had any occasion to measure it but 
I would say twenty; maybe twenty two inches. That is just 
guess work. I am not positive. 
Q. Could you say how close the bus was to the cars 
parked on the side next to the Lincoln Hotel-On the 
right hand side of the bus where you brought l\fr. Cone 
throughf 
page 82 ~ A. Mr. Cone's arm fell off the side of the cot 
and I picked it up to keep from hitting· it. I put . 
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his hand bacfr up on tile eat fo keep from bitting it agafost 
the back of a car there. 
Q. There Ji.as been some testimony nere a:TJout fhe fenders 
on the bus·. Did the bus have any fenders on itr 
A. No, sir. Not tba:t bus. The oody Iines were more or less 
straight on it. 
Q. Is it the. same as· a Greyhound bus-f 
A. I don tt know whether it is made on the same patterrn 
or not Tmt.. it is- similar. 
Q. The Greyhound deres· not have fenders on itf 
A.. No:t sir. Tl1e body comes ont over t1ie wireeis: .. 
CROSS EXAMINATION. 
By l\fr. Hodges:-
Q. l\fr. Smithson, I10w mncn distance was there· be·hrneru 
the right headlight of the bus· aRd the cart 
A. Between Hie headlight of the-Do you mea:n tli.e- brokeru 
liea:dfight l\fr. Hodge:s·T 
Q. Yes. 
A~ I mragine:-I neivm· measured it, !Ir. Hodges-, Tmt I 
imagine those buses are set back-beg your pardon-tnosei 
Iighf-s are set back, I imagine, about eighfe·en inche-s from th~ 
side of the body line. 
page.83. } Q. The left headligl1t is th~ one- fhat hit l\Ir .. 
Conef 
A~ The left headlight was· the only d.'rulmge> to too bus~ 
that I could see~ 
Q. Did you observe Mr~ Cone's· right Ilip? 
Ar l didn't The only ex8lmination I made of ::M:r. Cone 
was when I walked up t"o him, I could· s·ee blood running oui 
of his ear rig·ht freely. 
Q: .. ·what do yoH mean by rigllt freely°! 
A. Running right along out of it. 
Q. He. was lying in the street when yon w11Iked up! 
A. Yes, sir .. 
Q.. Did you see the- bus. come arCi\und the· c.ornert 
A .. Yes, sir. 
Q'. Did h12 cut tha.t cm·nert 
A. No more than all of them do,,] think .. 
. I know they all do ~nd that bus cut the• co-rner r 
. Well, I don't think he could have gotten around any 
her-that anybody '·would haYe· have driven o.ver auy 
er to his right than. he dicL 
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Q. "\Vere you on the left side of the car when he hit tl)is 
man! 
A. The front encl of the bus, yes, sir. 
Q. On the left side 1 
A. The front end. Yes, sir. 
Q. How about the rear encl"? Can you indicate on the i:rm.p 
where the rear end ,vas '? 
A. The f1·ont end of it, I imagine, Mr. Hodge~, 
page 84 ~ was maybe a foot, p.ossibly a foot over- · 
Q. Oyer to the left¥ 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Mr. Smithson, ·where was the rear end of the bus with 
relation to the corner there at the Citizen Bank f 
A. "\\.,. ell, the rear end, of course, was -further over to the 
center of the street. 
Q. Was it over next to the corner at the Citizen Bank Y, 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. How far ,vas it from that parallel parking line do you 
know·? 
A. No, sh-. I didn't measure it. 
Q. ·what you measured was from where Mr. Cone was 
lying to the bus f 
A. From where Mr. Cone was lying to the curbing ~nd 
from ,vhere ~fr. Cone was lying back to the street line. 
The measurements I have here, Mr. Hodges, were taken 
very shortly after Mr. Cone was moved. 
Q. Do you recall Mr. Henry Cook, a mamber of thja 
bar, was there and undertook to argue with you about tho 
distancesi 
A. I wouldn't say tba t he dicln 't, :1\l r. Hodges, I dou 't 
recall it. 
Q. Didn't he point out to you that you were erroneous 
and that the bus was wholly on the left side of the street 
and cut the corner and asked you to g·et n tape ana measure 
iU 
page 85 ~ A. I got a tape and measured it right there {lnd 
Mr. Cook might have been there; I am not deny-
ing it, but I don't remember. 
Q. You don't recall him asking you to get a tape and 
measure itf 
A. I don't say he didn't; but I don't remember. 
Q. Did you see Mr. Cook step the distance from the curbY 
A. No, sir. I dou 't say he didn't; but I don't remember. 
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B. L. Smithson. 
I don't say 1\fr. Cook wasn't there every minute o"f the 
time, but I just don't recall. 
Q. You don't recall f 
A. No, sir. 
Q. You don't deny it f 
A. No, sir. I don't: say that he wasn't there. . 
Q. Mr. Smithson, If the bus came around the corner gomg 
at four miles an hour-This man fell-he fell three feet-
three or four feet, the driver said, in front of the pus and 
the bus stopped- . 
A. Mr. Hodges, of course, I don't know how far the man 
fell from the bus and I couldn't be positive about how far 
the bus went after it hit him; but I don't think the bus was 
going over four miles an hour when it went around the 
corner. 
Q. It is true that Danville Street is a forty five foot wide 
street, isn't it? · 
A. Yes, sir; and South Hill A venue here is forty 
three. 
page 86 ~ Q. And the man's body, where he was hit was 
twenty seven feet down South Hill Avenue f 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. So the twenty sev-en feet and half of forty five-con-
sider this-that .this bus went to that intersection, or near 
it with the front. part of it-that would be a distance of 
about sixty feet an<l his lights would be turned down this 
street would it not? 
· A. If he could have gotten around the center-
Q. You say there was a blank space heref 
A. It is one car-one car-marked out right here on this 
corner. 
Q. That would bavc enabled him to come nearer going 
around that intersection; with that blank space in front of 
the hotel? · 
A. He could come nearer going north, Mr. Hodges. 
Q. He was coming in from the other way f 
A. Yes, sir. He was coming in from the south going north 
to cut that corner. 
RE-DIRECT EXAMIN1~TION. 
By :Mr. Hutcheson: 
Q. Mr. Smithson, do you recollect the bus lights coming 
on when he went around that corner? 
B. J\I. Remns ana J. H. Yancey, clc., -v. A. F. Co:nc '1 
S. 111. Ream,s. 
A.. Yes, sir. 
Q. Do you happe11 to know where that beam of light was 
shining? 
page 87 } A. The bus was sitting at an angle acro-ss the 
corner there and the lights would naturally be 
down toward the lower end of the hotel. · 
Q. Mr. Cook testified, my r.ecollection is, that there was 
a dent on the fender of that bus. Did you see that dent! 
A. No, sir. · 
Q. Did l\ir. ,Jones make a statemenU 
A. No, sir. I don't recall Mr. Jones making any statement 
.at all. I told Mr. ,Jones-
By Mr. Hodges: If your Honor please, we don't care 
what you told him. 
"\Vitness: The conversation I had with Mr. Jones wasn't 
right there. It was do,vn at the bus station. 
S. l\L REAl\IS 
:a witness on behalf of the defendant., after first being· duly 
:sworn, testified as follows: 
DIRECT EXA:MINATION. 
Bv :Mr. Hutcheson: 
· Q. Mr. Reams, you and Mr. Yancey are partners, trading 
:as the Reams Bus Line, are you not? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. You operate a line to South HilH 
A. That is right. 
Q. Yon, of course, didn't go down there that night f 
A. No, sir. 
page 88 } Q. W;t:s the bus in good condition-had it been 
inspected and was it in good condition 1 · 
A. Yes, sir. vVe also have them inspected by the I.C.C. 
and the state officials and also Carolina. 
Q. This bus was in good condition at that time, wasn't iU 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. You saw the bus after the accident? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Could you tell what the damage was 1 
A. The only thing was the headlight. 
Q. Does the bus have fenders? 
A. No, sir. No fenders. 
Q. How far is it from the side of the bus to the headlight? 
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A. OI1, I would guess eighteen inches from Hie side of tlie 
bus to the headlight. 
Q. How high is that head1ight from the grom1d f 
A. ·well, I "rould say that it would hit me: along on the· 
hip; maybe a tall person, a liitie Iow·er. That is guessing,. 
I don't know as I Iu1.ve never measured it. 
Q. Can you tell the width and length of tlia t hus r 
A. ,v ell, according to what we measured it is seven feet 
and six inches wide a.nd-1 didn't measure it myself; some of 
the boys there at the station measured it-it is twenty nine· 
feet six inches_ Jong. 
· Q.: You <lidn 't measure it! 
page 89 ~ A. Well, I was standing there watching them 
measure it. I didu 't actuallv do the work: but I 
was taking: the figures down; and it also makes a tul'n fr 
circle of fifty-eig·ht feet. 
By :Mr. Hodges: ·w c object to tllat .. 
Bv the Court: 
~Q. You didn't see the bus that nightr 
A~ No, sir .. 
By Mr. Hutcheson: 
Q. vVhat do you. mean by a iurn-
By Mr. Hodges;: ,v e object to that. 
By the Court:. He is ta:lking about the turn there at tiie·-
By Mr. Hutcheson: "\Ve. are talking about what distance the, 
bus can turn in .. 
By Mr. Hodges-: ,ve- object to that for the· renson that it 
has no bearing on what happened that ni1i1,1t. 
By the Court : They can know the· physical facts. They call1 
know what the bus can do .. 
By Mr. Hutcheson:. 
Q .. "\Vhat is. the turning radius-, or the bus-r. 
A. vV e took the. same bus and ma:cle· a turn just 
page· 90· f as short as it could go and fifty eight feet was; 
the distance. 
Q. Some busses are diffa.rent from the\ right turning: 
radius to the left. \Vas this a left turning radius f 
A. "r ell this is the same thing. vVe checked it turning 
left and it was also turning left at the accident .. 
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Armon F. Cone-Charlotte Pletoher Cone. 
By Mr. Hodges: 
. Q. You mean half a circle? 
A. Yes; coming around in a U. 
Q. Of course it doesn't take fifty eight feet to cut a 
corner? 
A. No. It would take the whole-It wouldn't take that. 
We were just ch~cking a U. . . : 
Q. Just what that lius will do on~ UY 
A. Yes. . . · 
' Q. It will straighten·-out from a half circle in fifty eight 
feetf 
A. Yes. 
By Mr, Hod~~s =~ That is all. 
ARMON F. CON.E 
the plaintiff after being recalled · t~stified as follows: 
DIRECT EXAi\iIINATION. 
page 91 ~ By Mr .. Hoµge~: . 
Q. Mr. Cone, I would like to ask you what your· 
height isY 
A. Six four.. . . Q. Six feet four inches? 
A. That is right. 
By Mr. Hodges: That is all. 
CHARLOTTE FLETCHJ~R CONE 
after being recalled, testified :aR follows: 
DIRECT EXA:MINAT°tON. 
By Mr. Hodges: 
Q. Mrs. Cone, you were riding in this car, were yon not 1 
A. Yes. 
Q. Mrs. Cone1 I want you to_ stnte .. .whcther or not Dr. 
Barnes was intoxicated~ 
A. No. 
Q. Mam. 
A. No, he wasn't. 
Q. ·what was his condition f 
!.•• 
.!·. \,.,. 
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Cluurlotte Fletcher Cone. 
A. He had been sound to sleep and when we parked Mrs. 
Barnes woke him. She shook him .to wake him and be had 
been up all night; and I said '' Mrs. Barnes try to wake him'' 
and she did. · 
.. Q. Was he dmnk l 
. A. No, he wasn't. 
page 92 ~ By the Court: Is there any other evidence? 
Counsel: No. 
By the. Court: The jury can retire and we will consider the 
instructions. 
(The jury retires.) 
By Mr. Bremner : If your Honor please, we would like to 
renew our motion to strike the evidence and direct the jury 
to render verdict for the defendant, as we can clearly prove 
contributory negligence. 
By the Court: I think it should go to the jury. 
By Mr. Bremner: We note an exception, your 
}lage 93 ~ Honor. 
By :Mr. Bremner: The defendant objected to the 
giving of any instructions for the reasons set forth in the 
motions to strike the evidence. · 
PLAINTIFF'S INSTRUCTION 1. 
The court instructs the jury that it was the duty of the 
driver of the defendant's bus to, at all times, use ordinary 
care to observe pedestrians on the street; to drive the said 
bus to its right-hand side of the center line of the street 
when practical ; to keep the said bus at all times under 
proper control; and, if you believe from the evidence in this 
case, that the defendant failed in the performance of any 
of its said duties, he would be guilty of negligence. 
granted 
GEM, JR. 
By :Mr. Bremner: Defendant excepts to the giving of In-
·struction 1 in that it told the jury that it was the duty of the 
bus driver to operate the bus to its rigl1t of the center line of 
the street where practicable, when the jury should have been 
told that it shoul<l have been operated. to its right of the 
,, 
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~enter line of the travel portion of the street where practica-
ble. The uncontroverted evidence being that there was forty-
five degree angle parking on the buses' right and parallel 
parking to its left. 
PLAINTIFF'S· INSTRUCTION 2. 
page 94 } The court instructs the jury that if they l1elieve 
• from the evidence that the plaintiff is entitled to 
recover, in estimating the damages to which the plaintiff is 
~ntitled, they should take into consideration· the bodily in-
juries he sustained; his mental suffering; the pain that he 
underwent; the loss of time he sustained; the effect of the 
1njuries, which he received, on the health and physical condi-
tion of the plaintiff, and the degree thereof, and whether 
the same is temporary or permanent; the inconvenience 
caused to the plaintiff by his injuries; and the medical and 
l1ospital expense sustained by him as a result thereof; and 




PLAINTIFF'S INSTRUCTION 3. 
The court instructs the jury that it was the duty of the 
defendant, Reams Bus Lines, in making a left-hand turn 
from Danville .Street into South Ifill A venue to operate 
its said bus to the right of the medial lines of said streets, 
the center of the intersection, and if it was not practical to 
keep the said bus to the right of said intersection in making 
s~id left-hand turn, then it was its duty to drive the same 
as closely as practical to the right o:f the center of such in~ 
tersection before turning its vehicle to the left into South 
Hill Avenue. And if you believe from the evi-
1mge 95 r deuce in this case that. the defendant violated its 




By Mr. Bremner: Defendant excepts to the giving of 
Instruction a upon the ground that there was no ca . .'W,til co11-
uectio11 between making the turn as the accident did not take 
place at the intersection. 
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PLAINTIFF'S INSTRUCTION 4. 
The court instructs the jury that, if' they I>elieve from re 
preponderance of the evidence in the case tha! the def endantr 
Reams· Bus Lines, was guilty of ~ny negligence and tliat such 
negligence· was the pro-ximafe cause- of the- injuries done thC' 
plaintiff', A. F. Cone, then, their verdict should be in favor 
ef' the- piaintiff, unless they f'nrtli.er I>eiieve f'rom the evidence· 
that the plaintiff himself was guilty of contributory neg-· 
ligence· which effectively caused or· contributed to his being: 
struck by said bus .. 
granted 10/26/48 
GEM'., JR.,. Judge . 
. By l\:fr. Bremner:· Defendants except to the giving of In-
struction 4 upon the ground that the evidence . did not dis-
close that the operator of the defendants.' nus; was guilty 
C>f any IOOgli:gence-. \ 
page: 96 f· PLAINTIFF'S INS,TRUCTION 5 .. 
The court further irrstruds- the jury that whiie the 
plaintiff, A.. E. Cone,, was on his own side of the center 
of South Hill A venue when leaving Iris sa:id aui!omo:biie, he: 
would not be required ta look out for vehicles which. might 
be approaching mm upon their left side of said st~eet, aml: 
he would rrot be guilty of negligence by reason. of not seeing: 
the defendant's bus approaching 1iim from Danville· Avenue., 
if said bus was in fa:ct being_ driven to its left of the. center of 
$aicl South: Hill Avenuew 
·Refused 
GEM, JR .. 
DEFENDANTS.,. INSTRUCTION NO~ 1L 
The- Conrt instn1cts the jury !liat the- law does n:ot urrde-r-
fake to hold som~ne liable' for C!Very accident; mid in order 
for the defendants to be liable in tJ1is. case, it must be showiu 
by a prepondera'nce' of fne' evidence thttt the· op·eraiar of. 
the bus was guilty of negligence, and that his negligence was: · 
the sole proximate- cause· of the injury to the piaintiff. Ir 
it appears from the evidence that the- operator of the· bus: 
·was guilty of 110 negligence, then the law considers an injury 
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occurring· under these C'ircumstances an unavoidable acci-
dent so far as the defendants are concerned, and under such 
circumstances the defendants cannot be held liable for injur-
ies resulting from such an unavoidable accident. 
granted 10/26/48 
GEM, ,JR. 
page 97 ~ DEFENDANTS' INSTRUCTION NO. B. 
The Court instructs the jury that you must consider 
this case solely upon the evidence before you and the 
law laid do·wn in the instructions of the Court; and you must 
not let any sympathy you may feel influence your verdict. 
A verdict must not be based in whole or in part upon con-
jecture, or guess, or surmise, or sympathy, but must be 
based upon the evidence in the case and the instructions 
of the Court. 
DEFENDANTS' INSTRUCTION NO. C. 
The Court instructs the jury if you believe from the evi-
dence that the operator of the bus was guilty of negligence, 
and that Mr. Cone was, also, g·uilty of negligence which 
either proximately caused or efficiently contributed to his 
injury, then you must find your verdict for the defendants, 
even though you may believe from the evidence that the 
operator of the bus was more negligent than Mr. Cone, since 
the law does not apportion neglig·ence nor consider degrees 
of negligence, the plaintiff being harre<l from· recovery in 
this case if Mr. Cone was guilty of negligence which either 




page 98 ~ DEFENDANTS' INSTRCCTION XO. D. 
':I.1he Court instructs the jury that in making a left 
turn from Danville Street into South Hill AYenue, the 
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speed limit is ten miles an hour and after such turn has 
been made the speed limit is fifteen miles an hour. 
Refused 
GEM, JR., J udgc. 
By Mr. Bremner: Defendant excepts to the refusal of the 
Court to @;rant lnl-itruction D upon the ground tl1at it cor-
rectly states the law and was a fact for the proper con-
sideration of tl1e jury. 
DEFENDANTS' INSTRUCTION NO. E. 
The Court instructs the jury that by preponderance of 
evidence is meant that evidence which is most convincing 
and,satisfactory to the minds of the jurors. In determining 
upon w·hicl1 side the preponderance of the evidence is, the 
jury may take into consideration the opportunities of the 
different witnesses for seeing and knowing the things to whic-h 
they testify; tlteir interest, if any, or want of interest, if 
any, in the result of the trial: the probability or imp1·obahility 
of the truth of their several statements in view of all the 
other evidence aml the facts and circumstances determine 
the weight or preponderance of the evidence. 
granted 10/26/48 
GEM, JR. 
page 99 ~ DEFE~DANTS' INSTRUCTION F. 
The Court instructs the jury that at the time of the acci-
dent it was the duty of the plaintiff to have had his 
automobile parked close to and pai-.allel with the curb on its 
1·ight side of the street, and if they believe from the evidence 
that it was not so parked and not being so parked was a 
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DEFENDANTS' INSTRUCTION G. 
The Court instructs tlie jury that at the place of the acci-
dent in question the driver of defendants' bus had the right 
of way, and the plaintiff should not' have entered the travel 
})ortion of the street without seeing that he could do so with-
out being struck by the bus, and if the jury believes from 
the evidence that the plaintiff's failure to take such pre-. 
caution before entering the travel portion of the street was 
a contributing cause of the accident, they shall find for the 
defendants. 
By Mr. Bremner: 
Refused as off erecl 
GEM, JR. 
Defendants except to the refusal of the Court to grant 
Instruction G upon the ground that it properly states the 
law and was a proper consideration for the jury. 
page 100} DEFENDANTS' INSTRUCTION H9 
The Court instructs the jury that if they believe from the 
~vidence that the plaintiff, ::M:r. Cone, stepped out into that 
J)ortion of the street open to moving vehicular traffic from 
a place where his presence was obstructed from the vision of 
the driver of the defendants' bus or from a place where the 
bus was obstructed from his vision, and that his doing so was 
a contributing cause of the accident they shall find for the 
defendants. 
By Mr. Bremner: 
Ref used as off er eel 
GEM, JR., Judge. 
Defendants except to the refusal of the Court to grant 
Instruction H upon the ground that it properly states the 
law and was a proper consideration for the jury. 
DEFENDANTS' INSTRUCTION" I. 
The Court instructs the jury that the center of South Hill 
Avenue, the street upon which the accident in question 
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happened, for tlie purpose· of tnis case is not necessarily ffs 
center from curb to curb, but if the· jury believes from the· 
evidence that tiie parking space wa:s marked upon tl1e side= 
of- the street then the center of the street is ha:Ii way befwee1"t 
such parking spaces .. 
By Mr. Brem~er:-
Refused 
GEliI, JR., Judge~. 
Defendant excepts fo the- refilsing to grant Instruction 1i 
upon the ground that it correctly states t1ie law and was a. 
proper consideration for the fury~ 
page· 101 f DEFENDANTS' INSTRUCTION J .. 
The· Court instructs fhe- jury that aitliougn tlley may be-
lieve from tbe evidence that tf1e defendants' bus was not 
driven past the middle of tlie intersection of Danville Street. 
and South Hill Avenue, yet if they may believe· that the bus: 
was so Tong that this could not have been done, tiien there· 
was no duty upon the driver to drive- it past the middle- of 
such intersection before turning, but he must ddve as far to, 
his rig·ht as is practicaL 
granted 10/26/48' 
GEM:,, JR~ Judge .. 
COURT·,s· INSTRUCTION T:.. 
Gourt instructs: the jury that the pia:intiff Cone Imel a righf. 
to cross the street at right angle after parking his· car,. if it 
was reasonaTJly prudent to do so, he further had a right to 
assmne- that the: ope-rators: of' motor vehicle·s· then being·· 
driven in the opposite direction ta that in w"hich his vehicle· 
was headed would obay the Iaw, and operate tfieir vehicle 
as far as practicaI to the- rigflt-fu:mcl side of tfm streut. with 
relation to the· direction hr which they were· proceeding, and 
would not cut across corners in making a: left-:&and turn into, 
said streets, if it waS'- prac.ticaI not to do so~ arrd if you be-
lieve from the evidence that the plaintiff Cone ,Yas exercis-
ing ordinary care for his safety at the time he was struck 
by the defendant's bus, m1d was struck by defendants bus: 
S. lVLJ,ie~s a.n.d :J.1lJ.·lan~ey,. e~c., v. A.:f·; Cone ·~~t 
w~i.ler <irivjn~ f~:rAi~r}o: q.1eiJ~_ft,.9f tt~e r~wt~r .9t t_~e, .. s~~~~t 
t t~an w~s p~a~t~~a~:n~~r; t~e ~r~~un~t_f},.~~es, -~J;wn' you_ s_~i~:1fl 
:(ind ~or, t~e:1;>).~~nfaf1· 
page 102· ~. )3y· !fr.--B;i.:eµin~r: 
·· ·· · - .. Defendinfa ·~xGept to ,the. giving of Instruction 
_T upon the gro~nd'."tbat- if dpes··nof·~orrectly 1sfafo_ t'4e'.11~,v 
an~ t~, -t~e G?ntlai:f _t~e; jui·1y ~h~\Wi: 1~aye ~e~n. told_ ~h~t~ ~¥e p}amtiff was attemptmg .to . cross a . street betwe¢n m,t~r-
1 sectioiis in" an Incorpoi;ated tow·n which he sho'uld not. 'Hiive 
don~ if }t "[~S_J)p§isible .for_ ,him ~()°,.~ave: 'cross~"d: f',t an .'Nf~r-
sect10n. · The. jury should,. also, have. been told. that the plarn-
_tiff _shopld)n9~ Jia!~ q~ter.ed t~~-:.~.ti:.e¢(~~ t~1.is .. r~t~t whe~8;\Ns 
presenc~. w~s obsc~red trpm t}~~}11.s!P~ ~tfinV¥~s. ?f. appr~a~~-
. mg vehicles, and . the, l>us havmg· ·t4e . right of .:way at ,trus 
p(?int_ t~e '_j"~ry'}~qu~d _ have' 'b:e.~1{.tolcl; ~h#~. th~. pl~i'titiff sh~1#ld 
not ha.ve· e1ftered the street µiij.ess be. saw that ·lie could navo 
crossed ,vith safety "aiid' this insfrtictfon hiad ,vith otn~ein-
st:r;uctiQ:Q.S,r. especially Instrw~tion , X, would lead , the ju,i·y'.1
1 
to 
· believe :that ,the 'pJahitiff' had the' right.' of ,vay. ··· : / ! 
. . . . ... ' .• . ' ! '•I. ' .. \ 
1 _9.Q.V)lT;s ~NSTRUCTION X. 
The ·G.9:urt
1 
i:µ~~~'.U;Gtij t),1e jury that between intersections :the 
bus has the right of way unless the driver of the bus' is 
gq.ilty_p~. S(!me ,act o~.).1~$'~ig~1:ce.. a~ .. <l.e!in~~ i~ ,J,h~ ot~ei:; .in-
. st~uch_()~ls of · the · Qoprt!. ~ud . 1f t]~e JJiry . lie~1~v:es f~t>n\· f;he 
,ev1d~n~e· ~11~~ ~he. P.l~1ritJff. )yas_ ~lH~t:( o~ negI~&"~~~e· ~nd:,$~ch 
negligence was a proximate cause ;oi the. 11iJur1es then;' :he 




pag~ J.03 ~ :JJy_ )Ir~ .:a~·~\l}ner: 
· Defendants except to the giving of instruction 
X by the Court in that it is eonfusing and does not correctly 
state the law. The uncontradicted evidence is that this acci-
dent occurred between intersections and the jury should 
liave been told that the bus had the right of way and such 
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·fact is not changed by some other negligence, if any, on the 
part of the bus driver. This instruction was given by the 
Court in place of Instruction G, which was refused. It is sub-
mitted that Instruction G should have been given. 
page 104 ~ I, G. F~. Mitchell, Jr., Judge of the Circuit Court 
of ::M:eeklenburg County, Virginia, who presided 
over the foregoing trial of Armon F. Cone, plaintiff, against 
S. M. Reams and ,J. H. Yancey, partners, trading as Reams 
, Bus Line, defendants, do certify that the foregoing is a true 
and correct copy and report of the evidence, the testimony 1 
all of the instructions granted by the court and refused by 
the court, and other incidents of the said trial of the said 
case, with the exceptions and objections of the respective 
parties as therein set forth. 
Plaintiffs' Exhibit No. 1 initialed for identification to he 
transmitted as a part of the record. And I do further certify 
that the attorneys for the plaintiff had reasonable notice, in 
writing, given by the defendants of the time and place when 
the foregoing report of the testimony, instructions, excep-
tions and other incidents of the trial would be tendered and 
presented to the undersigned for signature and authentica-
tion. 
Given under my hand this 24 day of Feby., 1949, within 
60 days after the entry of the final order in said case. · 
G. E. MITCHELL, ,JR., 
J u<lge of the Circuit Court of 
:Mecklenburg County. 
I, N. G. Hutcheson, Clerk of the Circuit Court of Meckle11-
hurg County, Virginia, do certify that the foregoing report 
of the testimony, instructions, exceptions and other incidents 
of the· trial of the case of Armon F. Cone against Reams 
Bus Line was lodged and filed with me as Clerk of said Court 
on ·the 2.4 day of ],eby., H)49. 
N. G. HUTCHESON, 
Clerk of the Circuit Court of 
Mecklenburg County. 
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· page 104A ~ Armond F. Cone, Plaintiff 
v. . 
. S. M. Reams and J. Herbert Yancey, partners, 
tradmg as Reams Bus Line, Defendants : : 
In the Circuit Court of Mecklenburg County, Virginia: 
BE IT REMEMBERED that heretofore, to~wit: -on the 
:1rd day of September, 1947, came Armond F .. Cone and 
filed his notion of motion for judgment against S. l\L Reams 
and ,T. Herbert Yancey, partners, trading as Reams Bus 
Line, which notice of motion is in the following words and 
figures: 
page 105} NOTICE OF MOTION. 
Filed September 3, 1947. 
You are hereby notified that on the 20th day of October, 
1947, at ten o'clock A. l\L, or as soon thereafter as it may be 
heard, the undersigned will move the Circuit Court for 
Mecklenburg County, Virginia, at the C01irthouse for said 
County, Boydton, Virginia, for a judgment against you for 
the sum of Fifteen Thousand ($15,000.00) Dollars, which 
sum is due and owing by_ you to the undersigned for the 
damages, wrongs and injuries hereinafter set forth, to-wit: 
That heretofore, to-wit: on the 9th day of November, 1946, 
you were, by your servants and employees, operating a 
certain motor vehicle, commonly called a bus, on, . over and 
along South Hill A venue in the Town of South Hill, Mecklen-
burg County, Virginia; and it thereupon became and was 
your duty to bring and keep said bus under careful a~d 
complete control, drive and manage the same with ordinary 
care at all times, having regard to the width, traffic and use 
of the said street, and the protection of life and 
page 106 ~ property, and to drive the same at a moderate and 
safe rate of speed, and particularly to drive the 
same to your right-hand side of the point of intersection of 
said South I-Iill Avenue with Danville Street, and to drive 
your said vehicle on the right-hand side of said South Hill 
Avenue upon entering the same from its intersection with 
Danville Street; but · 
NOT"\VITHSTANDING your said duty, you, by your said 
agents and servants, negligently failed to drive and manage 
:mid bus with onlinary care, and failed to maintain n proper 
. /. 
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lookout for pedestrians; cr-0ssing,·said street ,ah~a:d.-10f -.,y.o:ur 
said bus, and did fail to drive the same to. the right-lrnnd side-
'·of/ the 'Center'ofl the; intersection, ;Of:·Sonth Hill tAvenue with 
Danville Street, and- did-'faili to· 1drive! the:-same 10ll' tl1e, right-
hand side of said South Hill Avenue after so entering it front 
said. inter.sec:tion, ·-arid i recfolessly -~cl.rove-said b:us- at •.an: im-
:1proper · rate 1of .. speed, ,,and without, maintaining .a pro.per 
.. lookout; ,and 
· Just· sori'tb·,tif"; -the intersection· ,of. said'.. Sonrth I Hm lA venue 
··with1 Danville·.:St.Pe~t;· you ·md, by,your.servant--and employee, 
ea-relessly~ 'Aegligenitly -and Fecklessly run said· bus, .wiJh 1alI 
force and violence into, upon and against the undersigned 
who was then and tlrnre in the exercise of due care alighting 
from llis said automobile, ·.which::he· had, just parked ,on th~ 
proper side thereof, and as· he was preparing to-
page 107 ~ cross said street from the side of his said parke(l 
automobile, .by1 ;reason .whereof and as the proxi-
mate result of which the undersigned was knocked down 
.and ,caused . to iall. -to .the hard pav.ed ,stre~t,i and w~s tluu·eby 
· ..lacerated, . brusicd,. torn .. and. crushed,., and. -suffered bi-uses r 
.;Ja,cerations, , ~prains,. 1 a frac.tm~c.d, .. sknl},: j;µju:r;i.J.Jg _ the n.erves. 
1ancl. bone, .. causing:·.great . pai~. mid,.; distre.s.s,1,pe11na11ent and 
.. incurable iiijriries. · 
: .And. as .a ftuther .result, of tlie j;iljuries .ca\lsed by the ~H~g-
. ligence of. your: .empl_o~ee, the undersignecL.h.as bqen_ :c~µsect 
.·lroni, hence, an:d. hitherto to .sti.ffer_ great . .a;ngulsh_ and physical 
;paiu,.and.,vilbcoritinue SO. to·lSl'iffer; . .and has, been obliged to 
.:p~y and .e,xpen([div:ers sums. of .mo11_e.y,._~gregati1:i.g the .s~1m: 
1 :of' $386.95. in and ·about- .elideavo'xing to 1be .1~lieyed .~nd .c:1.uect 
:of said iiijm·ies,. a-Iild . .has·. been·,forced .tQ lose. a gr~ati d,~aL of 
: time. and 1. inco111,e, to-:-wit: $60.0.QO~ .fr.om:.attendfog to .bll_l?iness. 
: mat{ers .. in his .occµpa.tio.n,. and. has. suffere.d, and. :will con-
_.: "t;inue to siiffec. g.1:eat loss _by .i:eas.011 of. the inju.ries· a:(Qr~~aid~ 
: .By reason. whereof" .and :as: th~ proximate result,: the_ tmder-
. $igned has been: damaged.to Jhe: .extent ,of ·J:4.,ifteen'''l'housancl 
· {$15,0001.00). Dollars,. '\YhenrrorQ judgment ·wm .bQ asked_ for 
. ·ati:tha.hand nf the said court ~at the time and place: 
· pag·e-.108 r ~heue.in 'above set, fotth. 
·aiven;.ui1der 1_11y hand this'the·28th .day .of' kng.-
. ·ust2 1947. 
, J. THOMPSON. WYATT· 
HODGES & DORTCH 
Counsel 
: Respectfully, 
·· Ait:MON-F . .CONE 
._ -.By .C.oim.sel 
S. l\L Reams and J. H. Yancey, ete., Y. A. F. Cone 85 
page 109 ~ PLEA OF NOT GIDLTY 
Filed September .19, 1947. 
The defendants, S. l\L Reams and ,J. Herbert Yancey, 
partners, trading as Reams Bus Line, by their attorney, come 
and say that they are not guilty in the manner and form as 
set forth in the plaintiff's Notice of :Motion for Judgment. 
And of this, they put themselves upon the country. 
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LEITH S. BREMNER 
p. d. 
GROUNDS OF DEFENSE 
Filed September 23, 1948. 
The said defendants, S. l\L Reams and S. Herbert Yancey, 
partners, trading as Reams Bus Line, for their grounds. 
of defense in the above styled action, state the following: 
1. Plea of the general issue ; 
2. That they were guilty of no negligence which proxi-
mately caused injuries to the plaintiff; 
3. That they were guilty of no negligence which proxi-
mately contributed to injuries to the plaintiff; 
4. That if they were guilty of any negligence, which they 
expressly deny, such negligence was not the proximate cause 
of the said collision and resulting injuries to the plaintiff; 
5. That the defendants deny all the acts of negligence 
charged in the Notice of Motion against them; 
6. That is the plaintiff was injured by corning contact 
with the vehicle of the defendant~, S. M. Hearns and J. Her-
bert Yancey, partners, trading as Reams Bus Line, the act or 
· acts of the plaintiff, himself, were the cause of the contact 
and resulting injuries; 
page 111 ~ 7. That the plaintiff did not use reasonablo 
care for his own safety; 
8. That if the vehicle of the defendants S. :M. Reams and 
J. Herbert Yancey, partners, trading as Reams Bus Line, 
collided with the plaintiff, whereby the plaintiff was in-
jured, the collision and resulting injuries to the plaintiff were 
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due solely and proximately to the plaintiff's own negligence; 
and, 
9. The right to file other and additional Grounds of De-
fense is reserved. 
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LEITH S. BREMNER 
JOHN Y. HUTCHESON, 
Counsel 
ORDER 
Entered January 18, 1949. 
On the 15th day of ,January, 1949, came again the plain-
tiff and defendants, by counsel, when counsel for defendants 
tendered the court their written grounds of objections and 
exceptions to certain instructions granted in this cause, which 
is hereby filed herein, and renewed their motion to set aside 
the verdict of the .iury on the grounds heretofore assigned, 
which motion was fully argued by counsel for the defendants 
and the plaintiff, and thereupon fully co~sidered by the 
court. 
The court is of the opinion to, and doth accordingly over-
rule the motion of the defendants to set aside the verdict of 
the jury rendered in this case, and doth accordingly adjudge 
and order thn1 tlw said Armond F. Cone, plaintiff, have and 
recover of S. l\L Hearns and J. IL Yancey, partners, trading 
as Reams Bus Lines, rlefondants, the sum of Three Thousand 
and 110/100 ( $3000.00) Dollars, together with his cost ex-
11ended, and the interest thereon from the date of the ver-
dict of the jury as rendered against them. 
Counsel for· the defendants indicating their intention of 
applying to the Supreme Court of Appeals of 
page 113 ~ Virginia for a w-rit of error and supersedeas to 
the judgment of this court, it is further ordered 
that the lien of the judgment herein granted is suspended for 
a period of four ( 4) months from the date of the signing of 
this order, conditioned that the said defendants shall within 
15 days from the date of the entry of this order, execute 
before the Clerk of thiH Court a suspending bond in the 
penal sum of Fonr Thousand and no/100 ($4,000.00) Dol-
lars, with secmit:v thereon approved by said clerk and con-
ditioned as provided hy law in such cases, otherwise said 
S. I\l. Remus and J. H. Yancey, etc., v. A. F. Cone 87 
judgment to be effective at the expiration of 15 days from 
the date of the entry of this order. 
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Entered October 26, 1948. 
This day came the plaintiff and defendants in person and 
by counsel, and ,J. V. Howe1 Thornton "\V. Rhodes, J. L. 
Clayton, R.H. Lanyon, ,J. T. Moddy, R. E. Gillispie and T. D. 
Paschall, being duly impaneled and sworn as a jury, heard 
the evidence, argument· of counsel, and ·receiving the instruc-
tions of the Court, retired to their room to consider their 
verdict and returned into the Court and rendered a verdict 
as follows: 
''We, the jury, on the issue joined, find our plaintiff and 
fix his damages at $3,000.00' '. 
Whereupon the defendants moved the Court to set aside 
the verdict of the jury and enter final judgment for the de-
fendants upon the ground that the verdict is contrary to 
the law and evidence and without evidence to support it, 
and that the Court erred in failing to sustain defendant's 
motion to strike out the plaintiff's evidence made at the con- · 
clusion of the plaintiff's evidence and renewed at the con-
clusion of all the evidence and admitting improper evidence 
offered by the plaintiff over the objection of defendants, and 
in refusing to admit proper evidence offered by 
pags 115 } the defendants over their objections and in grant-
ing improper instructions over the objection of 
the defendants and refusing to grant proper instructions 
offered by the 'defendants over their objections. Thereupon 
the Court continued this motion until Saturday November 
20, 1948 at 11 :00 a.rn. for arguement thereon by counsel. 
Attest: G. E. MITCHELL, Jr. 
Judge 
11age 116 } I, N. G. Hutcheson, Clerk of the Circuit Court 
of Mecklenburg County, Virginia, do hereby cer-
tify that the f orcgoing is a true and correct copy of the 
transc1iipt of the record in the case of Armond F. Cone ·v. 
Reams Bus Line, and that notice to counsel for the plain-
88 Supreme· Cour't of Appeals of Virg'inia 
tiff has been duly given in accordance with Sections 6252 
and 6339 of the Code of Virginia. 
Given under my hand this 25th day of February, 1949~ 
• • I 
N. G. HUTCHESON, Clerk 
.A Copy""-Teste: 
1vL B. "WATTS, C. C. 
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